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Abstract 
 
The Internet is a collection of computer networks; it is the most important networking 

environment in the world, it used for information interchanges in virtual network. Wireless 

technologies, such as Wi-Fi, WiMAX etc, can suggest more suitable and cooler way for 

information interchanges in virtual network.   

 

The most well-known ongoing wireless city projects are counting Wireless Philadelphia, Google 

Wi-Fi Mountain View, Wireless Taipei City, and San Francisco Tech Connect project. Web has 

limits of interactivity and presentation. The Web’s client-server architecture blocks information 

exchange.  Furthermore, most Web applications are only intended for conservative computers, 

not for mobile handheld devices. In period of information exchange on the Web, the new Web 

2.0 is suggested. Web 2.0 refers to a perceived or planned second generation of Internet-based 

services, such as public networking sites, wikis, communication tools, which highlight online 

teamwork and sharing among users.   

 

A virtual network or online community is a collection of people that may or may not chiefly or 

originally connect or interact via the Internet. Virtual network have also become an additional 

form of communication amid people who know each other in actual life.  Today, virtual network 

can be used insecurely for a diversity of social collections interacting via the Internet.  It does not 

unavoidably mean that there is a solid bond between the members. 

 

The validation methods like internal validity, external validity and Reliability for this research 

and how it affects these methods for our research.  We also use interview method has been 

considered for this research.  
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We will use diagrams, models, prototypes, and texts, to illuminate our result. We will define all 

the diagrams and models and prototypes in my own text. We will give the reference of the 

original data collected from various sources where as from Internet, websites, books and 

Journals.   

 

Keywords: Information interchange, computer network, Virtual network, Sharing Network, 

qualitative research, case study, customer satisfaction, virtual organizations, network 

communication. 
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1 INTODUCTION 

1.1 Background  

 
The Internet is a collection of computer networks; it is the most important networking 

environment in the world used for information interchanges in virtual network. Wireless 

technologies, such as Wi-Fi, WiMAX etc, can suggest more suitable and cooler way for 

information interchanges in virtual network.   

 

The most well-known ongoing wireless city projects are counting Wireless Philadelphia, Google 

Wi-Fi Mountain View, Wireless Taipei City, and San Francisco Tech Connect project. Web has 

limits of interactivity and presentation. The Web’s client-server architecture blocks information 

exchange.  Furthermore, most Web applications are only intended for conservative computers, 

not for mobile handheld devices. In period of information exchange on the Web, the new Web 

2.0 is suggested. Web 2.0 refers to a perceived or planned second generation of Internet-based 

services, such as public networking sites, wikis, communication tools, which highlight online 

teamwork and sharing among users.  (Aeronautical Research Group of AEREA, 1996)   

 

A virtual network or online community is a collection of people that may or may not chiefly or 

originally connect or interact via the Internet. Virtual networks have also become an additional 

form of communication amid people who know each other in actual life.  Today, virtual network 

can be used insecurely for a diversity of social collections interacting via the Internet.  It does not 

unavoidably mean that there is a solid bond between the members (ibid). 

 

Virtual network depend upon social communication and exchange between users on-line.  This 

highlights for the exchange of the unwritten social agreement among network members. 

   

In the previous decades, the world-wide market liberalization and deregulation procedures are 

being applied in many network infrastructure areas, counting power where systems, 

telecommunication, computer, rail and transport networks, water, urban systems and others, 

below deregulation, the systems are undergoing radical restructuring and alteration from cost-

conscious, controlled values to modest market participants. These entities have their own 
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independent interests, values, different tasks, operations and services. State-owned or private 

monopolies that have been functioned traditionally in the infrastructure sectors are being 

gradually transformed into various market entities, which must operate in new competitive 

market environments, under regulated market rules, with operational help of various market 

institutions, such as auctions, commodity exchanges, real-time balancing markets, etc.    

 
Figure 1: Security technology for virtual and geographical community. 

 

In the deregulated framework for control and management, instead of operating according to 

central rules and plans established by a hierarchical control structure in a centralized system, the 

systems operate through cooperative behavior of many entities which interact as the competitive 

market participants. The essential for better organization and control of huge distributed network 

systems enthused in research community a great deal of attention in emerging new modest 

market mechanisms for supervision and closed-loop operative control procedures to help system 

performance optimization. A significant stream of the investigation work on market expansion is 

focused on slow functional decentralization with distribution of obligations and rights to 

dispersed market-players. On another side, some market addition procedures are also improved. 

(CALS Strategic Plan, 1996) 
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1.2 Statement of problem 

At present, in numerous network industries, functionalities of the present market designs are not 

totally acceptable. For a whole fruitful market system design, responses to all working situations 

should result from market-driven procedures for achieving financial market equilibrium, 

composed with considering technical and working conditions, reserve constraints and/or 

involuntary control system necessities. Due to operative and real-time necessities existing in such 

systems, detailed problem-oriented market designs are frequently compulsory. 

 

Many investigate and professionals around the world partake in expansion, investigation and 

employment of a variety of new ideas connected to auction and market clearing systems under 

numerous market circumstances. At present, there are no conformations in the investigation 

guidelines that can be measured as the most talented ones. Despite a marvelous world-wide 

investigation it seems that the choice makers still do not possess enough knowledge to direct the 

market development and support the best directions in which the market schemes should evolve. 

In the network systems, an effectual market balance may be found in a single complementary 

process by joint optimization of trade of many uncomplicated commodities and facilities 

connected to buy and sell offers of the network capitals. For this determination the multi-

commodity exchanges can be recycled, in totaling to single-commodity connections and bilateral 

trading. The basic multi-commodity market clearing perfect is in the LP form and enables 

maximizing worldwide financial welfare and effective complementary of sell and buy offers for 

packages of basic commodities. It has all optimistic features of the traditional single-commodity 

market-clearing model, yet enabling handling numerous real world necessities. 

 

Separately from traditional auctions, long-term and medium-term single-commodity market 

segments, or day-ahead and intra-day-markets, here is a necessity for designing exact problem 

oriented multi-commodity auctions and balancing market mechanisms, which must deliver 

feasible implementation of sales agreements and promise timely distribution of numerous goods 

and services. (Kuiper, H., Donker, J.C., 1996) 

1.3 Purpose of the study  
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The mutual characteristics of these organizations comprise a drive that is motivated by specific 

market opportunities, world-class core competence, information networks, symbiotic 

relationships, and permeable limits for information interchange in virtual network. Once the 

coalition has been formed and the chance has been exploited, associates may move on to new 

companies and associations.  

 

Each spouse in a virtual corporation donates a world-class core competence, such as design, 

manufacturing, marketing. This aptitude of multiple firms to generate synergies among world-

class purposes and procedures creates untold possibilities.  

 

Hi-tech information systems allow personnel from physically dispersed locations to link up with 

one another. The virtual office may use desktop videoconferencing, cooperative software, and 

intranet systems to augment the movement of information among team memberships. Besides the 

need for instantaneous communication with one additional, associates of these independent 

virtual teams have cumulative requirements regarding the amount and quality of information they 

need to do their work.  

 

Associates of the virtual organization, in turn, generate a network of interdependent relationships. 

These relationships necessitate firms to be much more reliant on one another than they have been 

in the past, demanding unparalleled levels of trust. Strong interdependencies cause organizations' 

limits to be blurred as competitors, suppliers, and clienteles enter into cooperative contracts. 

These new associations among firms obligate organizations to use groundbreaking management 

practices.       

1.4 Research question 

In this research we are trying to explain the problem through one main question that is 

 
1. How can Information interchanges in Virtual Networks be more efficient and more 

beneficial to the Members of the network? 

For better understanding we are answering the main question through two sub questions. 

1.1 What is the main cause of benefit to the members in the network? 

1.2 How can Information interchange in virtual network be effective? 
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1.5 Target group  

The Target groups are the Computer organizations that have new structures such as Apple 

Computer and Sun Microsystems. When Apple Computer related its easy-to-use software with 

Sony's manufacturing skills in miniaturization, Apple was talented to get its product to market 

quickly and gain a market share in the notebook segment of the PC industry. (Hardwick, M. 

Bolton, R., Sep. 1997, pp. 59-60) 

Strategic planning poses new tests as simulated firms determine effective groupings of core 

capabilities. Common vision between partners is prototypical to cooperating firms. Firms develop 

close interdependencies that may determine where one corporation ends and another begins. The 

boundary-blurring stresses that these boundaries be achieved effectively. Coordinating 

instruments are dangerous elements for supporting these loose gatherings of firms.  

The second Target group is the aeronautical sector, which provides high-quality pay across 

Europe and plays an important role in strengthening the position of European businesses in 

aerospace and other sectors. Important stakeholders are aeronautical industries, suppliers and 

research establishments, aircraft operators, governments and agencies alarmed with convey, 

environment, and public health, suppliers and consumers of tutoring and training, and last but not 

least European citizens undergoing positive and negative possessions of various types of virtual 

network. 

Best performs, based on a review of fruitful executions of virtual organizations. (1998, NIIIP 

Vision,) 

• Adoptive cooperation, trust and authorization.  

• Ensure each partner donates and recognizable strength or asset.  

• Ensure skills and capabilities are balancing, not overlapping.  

• Ensure partners are flexible.  

• Ensure contractual contracts are clear and specific on roles and  deliverables.  

• If conceivable, do not replace face-to-face communication entirely.  
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• Provide training that is precarious to team success.  

• Recognize that it takes time to mature the team.  

• Ensure that technology is like-minded and reliable.  

• Provide technical support that is competent and obtainable. 

1.6 Delimitations 

The consumer for many more communication or support services refers the product code and 

installation amount. After every connection an installation report has to be produced. The 

grievances are lodged with client support separation, and the grievances are allocated to a client 

support executive. The proper care for the customer is must for the betterment of the business. 

Each time the Consumer Service Engineer visits the consumer site and leaves an answer to a 

complaint, a service report form is filled. The difficulties which, are solved should be specialized 

by the client representative. A provision call may require a spare, in such cases the Customer 

Service Engineer should fill up a spare request form, reciting the installation number and the 

particulars of the required spares. The spares are altered as per the warranty morals that are 

provided by the corporation for the product, which needs to be precisely crosschecked at the time 

of providing the facility. This should be done compulsorily which are neglected.           

1.7 Expected outcome 

The Expected outcome of the research is the study on new forms of organization such as the 

virtual organization, that holds potential as an administrative leader’s tool to learn new strategies 

for managing in the twenty-first century and think beyond Information Interchange in virtual 

Network. These new structures, however, will need managers and leaders to face exciting 

challenges as they change into different environments.  

1.8 The authors’ own experience and background 

While working on this research paper, we have made study into the earlier research study and 

conducted observations in the areas such as Virtual community, benefits of information sharing 

gained knowledge. The study has given an opportunity to explore the issues in a new perspective.  
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The authors made a study while gaining experience, gathering information about numerous 

organizations that have compressed their hierarchies by shifting authority downward, giving staff 

increased autonomy and decision-making power by virtual network which proved to be beneficial 

to their businesses.   

We have also gained experience by gathering information about Information interchanges in 

virtual networks from various books and websites. We have visited various Industries and firms 

which deal with computer networks. The knowledge and experience we have gained from the 

research study. Before writing our thesis, the study and experience have developed from virtual 

networks.  

2 RESEARCH DESIGN 

2.1  Research perspective:  

Hermeneutic Perspective: Hermeneutic consistency refers to the analysis of texts for coherent 

explanation. Hermeneutics refers to the study of the interpretation of written texts. This method 

of textual analysis emphasizes the socio-cultural and historic influences on qualitative 

interpretation. Hermeneutic analysis primarily focuses on texts as a research data source. These 

texts can be generated by stories, interviews, participant observations, dimes, literature, letters, or 

other relevant documents. It follows the truth method.  

The research tries to explain how companies benefits from the creation of virtual networks and 

information interchanges between different organizations. The aim of this paper is to identify and 

discuss possible reasons and benefits of collaboration and co-design in virtual networks as well as 

to look further into the characteristic of the co-design process in such networks. Analysis will be 

performed using the social constructivist perspective enhanced by activity theory and the virtual 

network will be seen as a human activity system according to Check land. Reasons for 

collaboration can roughly be divided into different categories and subcategories. For better 

understanding and clarity, it requires interviews from the well experienced persons.  

The aspiration of this paper is to recognize and converse possible incentives and benefits of 

collaboration and co-design in virtual networks as well as look into the characteristic of the co-
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design process in such networks. Analysis will be achieved using the social constructivist opinion 

enhanced by activity concept and the virtual network will be seen as a humanoid activity 

procedure. 

 

The Research approaches we have gathered from group discussion that explains how the network 

will provide a basis for co-design of solutions that may be valuable for several members of the 

network. It is a hermeneutic perspective and the final goal of the virtual network to delve deeper 

into the customers’ needs, demands and deliver innovative, high-quality products/services 

promptly. 

 

When a computer seems to have more storage volume than it really owns it is referred to as 

virtual memory. Likewise, when an association assembles capitals from a variety of firms, a 

virtual network seems to have more competencies than it actually owns.  

 

According to Hermeneutic Perspective, the network industries and existing market designs are 

not satisfactorily developed. The events of the market driven forces should determine the 

operational situations should result from market-driven processes for achieving economic market 

equilibrium, together with considering technical and operational conditions, resource constraints 

and or automatic control system requirements. Despite a tremendous worldwide research it seems 

that the decision makers still do not possess enough knowledge to direct the market evolution and 

support the best directions in which the market systems should evolve.  

 

As a solution for this situation, an efficient market balance may be obtained in a single balancing 

process by joint optimization of trade of many elementary commodities and services related to 

buy and sell offers of the network resources. 

 

There is a need for multi-commodity auctions and balancing market mechanisms, which can be 

orientated to design specific problem, that enables feasible execution of sales contracts and assure 

for timely delivery of goods & services.   
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The increase of mobile user’s concept for the enterprise also made network engineers to deploy 

VPN edges for remote connectivity. Over the last couple of years, there is a huge development in 

hardware part of network devices to process the encryption and decryption of packets smoothly. 

The present generation hardware supports higher security encryption and encapsulation 

techniques which forms the key role of Virtual Networks. 

A company should develop network, socialization and relational capability that remove internal 

resistances to change and promote knowledge and resource sharing. 

Data Networks provided Enterprises to evolve and grow globally. The latest trends like cloud 

computing and Virtualization are the best examples of how networks can help enterprises to do 

the businesses with optimal cost and best productivity. 

   

2.2 Research strategy: 

 
In this section we are going to describe the case study which is specific to the research design and   

discuss about role of theoretical and empirical study which supplemented our research 

perspective and approach. 

 

Case Study: In general, a case study is a research method in social science. It is based on an in-

depth investigation of a single individual, group or event. Case studies may be descriptive or 

explanatory.  

  

We have some case studies related to industrial companies which identify some characteristics in 

my theoretical research 1) Apple Computer and 2) Sun Microsystems.  

 

During the survey we found that Apple Computer related its easy-to-use software with Sony's 

manufacturing skills in miniaturization, Apple was talented to get its product to market quickly 

and gain a market share in the notebook segment of the PC industry. (Info2000 site) 
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Sun Microsystems has been measured another extremely decentralized organization comprised of 

autonomously operating companies. Sun systems as a top priority, has faster and better network. 

Sun managers recognize consumer issues and then form teams with the critical skills and 

knowledge necessary to solve the issues. This team might comprise sales people, marketing 

personnel, finance, and operations from various places everywhere the world; consumers and 

suppliers may become sporadic members as essential.  

 

Role of Theoretical Approach:  

 

The role of theoretical approach in our research, studies about the key concepts like information 

interchange, virtual network, computer network. Relevant studies for the research, relevant 

literature sources, noted the data, which is collected from various sources like Internet from 

different websites, from different books and Journals. 

 

Role of Empirical survey:  
 

The role of empirical survey in our research, Conducting interviews with the network 

professionals and Observations. Investigating in creating an effective information interchange in 

virtual network can be made. The reasoning for Investigating in an information interchange in 

virtual network must be sound and well founded on order to increase the chances of proper an 

effective virtual network.   

The team's achievement is the selection of aptitude from the organization, important a clear 

purpose for the team's efforts and establishing statement links among the team associates. (Hofte, 

1998) 

2.3 Data collection procedures: 

 
The Data collection procedures, which we followed, include both primary and secondary research 

procedures. We made a pre-collection plan by brainstorming as many relevant questions as 

possible and sorted out the most relevant and specific ones required for primary research. Our 

primary research data collection procedure comprised of by personal interviews. Secondary 
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research data collection procedure was to collect as much relevant information as possible from 

books, journals and the internet.  

 

Sampling of Data Collection:  Researchers rarely survey the entire population for two 

reasons: the cost is too high, and the population is dynamic in that the individuals making up the 

population may change over time.  

The three main advantages of sampling are that the cost is lower, data collection is faster, since 

the data set is smaller, it is possible to ensure homogeneity and to improve the accuracy and 

quality of the data.  

 

For our secondary research, we have selectively taken data from standard journals, standard 

papers from IEEE and data from books which were published in the last 10 years or so.  

 

Sampling of Empirical Approach:   
Primary data: we conducted interviews with persons who have good knowledge in their 

respective fields. They have at least 7 years of experience in fields relevant to our research. 

Organizing of Sampling Empirical Approach procedures have been initiated mostly by the 

guidance from consulting of thesis guide from this school, referring to the literature on earlier 

research made in this area. Further, a series of interactions made with experts in the area through 

experts, a general the study has been conducted based on these, a list of 6 organizations are listed. 

Out of which two organizations are short listed for the Empirical Research with the most suitable 

concerns we have finalized the organizations as respondents.  

Secondary Data:  we have chosen research papers and articles that have similar data that suits 

our research. 

The basic format and guidelines for writing the thesis has been provided by the department of 

Informatics and approved by the thesis Guide. The literature has been chosen by us through the 

Department of Library, University of Borås. There literature is available in the form of the hard 

copies of books, further, the material is also available in the form of Databases, Journals, E-

Books, Libraries, BADA, articles, Magazines,  etc. In addition, the library has in a worldwide 

network of vast electronic libraries, where information is available in distance of few seconds, 

mobile web services etc. 
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2.4 Data analysis procedures: 

 
We have noted the data, which is collected from various sources like Internet from different 

websites, from different books and Journals. We have also visited various companies, which rely 

on virtual network to collect theoretical source. We intend to make a comparative analysis where 

we compare our theoretical findings with our empirical findings. 

 

In order to make the findings the solutions for the research questions, the interview methods have 

been incorporated. In this concern, the sampling procedure has been followed by taking two 

interviews from the practitioners in the industry. Hence the outcome of the solutions is in 

descriptive form for the divisions of research questions.  

 

In order the build the outcome from this, the information is observed in two contexts such as 

Context of ‘Small scale industry’ and ‘The context of IT-Infrastructure’.  

 

Based on the descriptive form from the interviews the analysis has been made based on 

comparative analysis and with qualitative interpretation and reasoning.  

2.5 Strategies for validating findings: 

 
We are trying to choose the validations methods like internal validity, external validity and 

Reliability for this research and how it affect these method for our research. 

 

Internal Validity: in general terms, internal validity is the validity of (causal) inferences in 

scientific studies, usually based on experiments as experimental validity. Internal validity refers 

to the extent to which we can accurately state that the independent variable produced the 

observed effect. Internal validity is questionable.  

 

Our main strategy is based on members of virtual communities which can use the Web to 

exchange their thoughts, most casual attitudes and spirits, emotional experiences, political ideas, 

and the like; they can join different virtual communities according to communities’ subjects. 
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External Validity:  In general terms, the external validity is one of the most difficult of the 

validity steps to achieve, and is at the foundation of every good experimental design. The main 

criteria of the external validity are the process of generalization.  

 

We have noted different methods, which is collected from various sources like Internet from 

different websites, from different books and Journals. The Web’s client-server architecture 

obstructs information interchange.  Additionally, most Web applications are only designed for 

conventional computers, not for mobile handheld devices.  Thus, we determined to propose a 

novel connectivity approach that supports trusted, ubiquitous, community-oriented applications 

via using mobile handheld devices in wireless citywide environments.   

Reliability: in general terms, the repeatability of a particular set of research findings; that is, 

how accurately they would be replicated in a second identical piece of research. 

Originating from a positivist scientific tradition, this measure is arguably of limited relevance to 

qualitative research, since the experience of the researcher, and his/her professional but 

subjective interpretation of the research materials, is an essential part of qualitative method. 

Measures other than those derived from quantitative methods are generally accepted to be more 

appropriate to the assessment of quality in qualitative research. 

The Data collection procedures, which we followed, were from various sources whereas like 

Internet from different websites, from different books and Journals. We have also make survey of 

companies who have developed themselves by the inter change in information. Criteria's we will 

use to evaluate the research performed is by various survey and information collection from 

various sources. We analyze the data very keenly and prepared this thesis which are more 

important points and have more priority in order to make our thesis more effective. We have also 

seen many real time examples of different companies who have developed after the idea 

exchange in virtual network. 

 

Our Research method very reliability, it fits the hermeneutic and qualitative perspectives, and 

these methods are very relevant to the research. 
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2.6 Result presentation method: 

 
We will use diagrams, models, prototypes, and texts, to illuminate our result. We will define all 

the diagrams and models and prototypes in my own text. We will give the reference of the 

original data collected from various sources where as from Internet, from different websites, from 

different books and Journals.   

3 THEORETICAL STUDY 

3.1 Key concepts: 

 
Our key concepts will be Information Interchange, Virtual network, Computer Network, Sharing 

Network, Customer satisfaction, Case study, Industrial companies and qualitative research. 

 

The new system the following activities become associated to Information Interchanges in 

Virtual Networks: 

1. The list of suppliers and their physical location is available at the distance of the click of 

the mouse. 

2. The information suppliers local or global can be viewed along with their transactional 

currency. 

3. The on hand details of all the commodities are available at the click of the mouse along 

with the association of the suppliers who supply those commodities. 

4. The list of all purchasers for specific product demand is also available on hand to the 

suppliers, which is turn helps the suppliers in increasing their customer base. 

5. The purchasers can have a prioritizing the suppliers on the context of credit rating that are 

provided by each supplier. 

6. The purchasers, without physical movement can virtually raise order for any commodity 

of their choice just at the mouse click. 

7. The status of the raised order can be monitored on time basis. 

8. The purchaser has the privilege of making adjustments for all the orders he raised in a 

stipulated amount of time by generating cancelled orders database or amended order 

databases. 
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9. At any point of time the system can help the systems to cross verify the references of 

suppliers and purchasers, in order to increase its strategic profits. 

 

Computer network: A computer network is a communication device between two nodes. 

Applications (computer programmes) organize network and hardware infrastructure to become a 

communication device. The computer has a relatively free universal functionality. The use of a 

computer opens up many ways of use: it can mix a functionality of communication devices 

and/or can behave like an agent (as virtual agent). In the virtual agent concept we know it is not 

“real”, but we want to apply the concept of an agent. By the universal computer theorem of 

Neumann it is obvious that the computer has the memory to admit programmes which partly 

determine the functionality of the architecture. (Aspray, 2004) 

 

3.2 Subject areas related to the research: 

Research sub questions: 

1. What is the main cause of benefit to the members in the network? 

2. How can Information interchange in virtual network be effective? 

 
The relevant subject areas of the research are:  

- ‘Virtual Networks’ are group of internet grounded web portals  

- ‘Information Interchange’ between organizations  

- ‘Business Communication’ that are business activities that happen among at least two 

organizations  

- ‘Uses and gratification theory’ 
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  Figure 2. Research questions to relevant subject areas. (Ponna, Bodepudi 2011) 
              
(1). Basic benefits of professional membership societies and networks:  
Most professional associations offer some or other basic benefits: 

 

 Exclusive online information resources: The websites of professional associations offer 

“members-only” sections that provide access to variety of databases and message boards, content 

on topics, such as running a business, advancing career or boosting your technology expertise etc. 

Special activities may not be open to general public. 

  

Network opportunities: After joining membership with professional organization, it allows 

extending or deepens existing business relationships for members, to make new contacts on 

regular basis. Such networking goes beyond the exchange of business cards, as long as one 

attends meetings periodically, take part active role in a committee or take-up a prominent 

leadership role, long lasting tie-up with those who also have common professional interests and 

similar business concerns. This kind of relationships will be rich, ongoing sources of inspiration, 

motivation and ideas. 
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Education:  Many professional associations offer chance to update their knowledge on the new 

or existing business ventures, industry, trade updates, basics or new job skills through seminars, 

workshops, break-out sessions at conferences and online courses. Guidance on savings on tax 

benefits, financing small business, guidance about hiring staff and management are additional 

benefits for members. 

 

 Free/discounted publications:  Membership in many groups of the organizations includes 

free subscription to the organization’s magazine or news letter; mostly it is free subscription for 

members. But, for non members, it could be paid service. Some associations also offer their 

members free publications and discounts on CDs, journals, videos/DVDs and other such 

information materials. 

 

Conferences and seminars: Members are often given priority for registration for the events 

such as organization’s convention, discounts on conference fees or special rates on related 

expenses, including hotel reservations, food coupons, and car rentals etc. 

 

(2). How can Information interchange in virtual network be effective? 
 

The creative and innovative developments of information communication technology (ICT) in the 

increasing arena of global economies have brought forward more opportunities and elevated 

further manifestation into new forms of organization concerns, irrespective of time and distance 

or physical existence anywhere on the globe. 

.  

The competitive advantages are more complex than accessible, in this kind of situation, complex 

set of innovative environments are motivating organizations to adjust in the emerging structure 

and Functional capacity.   

 

The creative and innovative developments of information communication technology (ICT) in the 

increasing arena of global economies have brought forward more opportunities and elevated 

further manifestation into new forms of organization concerns, irrespective of time and distance 

or physical existence anywhere on the globe. 
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.  

The competitive advantages are more complex than accessible, in this kind of situation, complex 

set of innovative environments are motivating organizations to adjust in the emerging structure 

and Functional capacity.   

 

New emergent forms of organizational structures have resulted in the virtual organization (VO), 

which employs a network structure and allows organizations the flexibility to perform core 

processes amongst distributed teams, units, departments, and/or organizations.  

 

To summarize, virtual organization can be perceived as a strategic response to dynamic 

environmental forces that have encouraged organizations to rethink the concept of 

competitiveness and to re-organize for a need to survive.  

 

Virtual organizations are gaining popularity throughout over ten years to be more effective way 

of managing and communicating information within and across organizations, around the globe. 

Information communication technology (ICT) has aided in the globalizing effect of information 

as technology, rather than just a static entity.  

 

The flow of information within a virtual organization have direct bearing on individual efforts 

and group efforts, in order to acquire more information and use that information for achieving the 

objectives of organizations.  

3.3 Previous research: 

The previous research was to develop the customer and supplier relationship by Online shopping 

development.  

The suppliers display their product and best price on the Internet or on television so the consumer 

can select and order online. By this they get the best product and best price. (Proc. AUTO-TECH 

98, September 1-3, 1998) 

 

Public networks have been incorporated in many nations to solve ‘wicked’ public problems, 

addressing such issues as health, social care, local development and education. Considerable 
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research has also been conducted on public networks as per the author (Turrini, Cristofoli, Frosini 

& Nasi, 2009) 

 

The electronic information systems are used for information interchange due to its advantage to 

create; to check and maintain the large volumes of information easily has been studied in the 

research by (Kuiper, H., Donker, J.C., 1996). 

 

The efficient communication has been a concern of challenge for many operating components of 

multi-center randomized clinical trial activities. As per the traditional management theories, this 

states that communications generally flow along a path established by a hierarchical 

organizational structure. Multi-center clinical trial does not fit traditional organizational models 

very well and hence it requires modification of traditional communication techniques (Naydeck, 

Tyrrell, Burek & Sopko (1996)). The key issues need attention in support of business 

communication help in the continuation and strengthening of the good relationship between the 

organizations (Aeronautical Research Group of AEREA, 1996). 

 

The developments in theoretical research study in four areas such as communication media 

choice, computer-supported group decision making, communication technology and 

organizational design, and communication networks of organizational communication that have a 

common concern with information processing (Fulk & Boyd (1991)). 

3.4 Relevant literature sources: 

 
Relevant literature has been selected from a various information sources such as Journals, e-

journals, books, online websites, and conference papers, libraries from University of Borås. 

 

Databases: ACM Digital Library, Blackwell Synergy, CISCO official website, EBSCO-Business 

Premier, SAGE Journals and Wiley Online Library, National Aerospace Laboratory- NLR, 

Netherlands. 

 

Key Words: Information interchange, computer network, Virtual network, Sharing Network, 
qualitative research, case study, customer satisfaction, virtual organizations, network 
communication. 
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All the referenced articles that appear as relevant literature sources were published in peer-

reviewed accredited journals that serve as research resources for both academic researchers and 

practitioners. 

 

• Abecker, A., Bernardi, A. et al. (1998). Toward a Technology for Organizational 
Memories. In: IEEE Intelligent systems, May/June 1998, pp. 40 – 48. 
 

• Aeronautical Research Group of AEREA (1996). The Views of the Aeronautical 
Research Establishments on the Fifth RTD Framework Programme. 
http://www.cordis.lu/fifth/src/fifth-r1.htm 

 
• Bardi, A.; Garibaldo, F.(2001): The economic and social impact of mergers and 

acquisitions in local productive systems: the automotive cluster in the Emilia-Romagna 
region. 9th GERPISA International Colloquium. Paris, 7-9 June 2001. 

 
• Barker, H.A., Chen, M., Grant et al. (1993): Open architecture for Computer-Aided 

Control Engineering. In: IEEE Control Systems, 1993. 
 

• Bilbao 1997: Workshop on clusters. Hosted by the Department of Industry, Agriculture 
and Fishing of the Basque Country and organized by the RIS-RITTS Network Secretariat 
 

• Bullinger, H.-J. et al.(2001): Engineering Cooperations – der Nutzen von Engineering 
Workflow. Studie des Fraunhofer IAO und IPA. Stuttgart: IRB, 2001. 
 

• CALS Strategic Plan, 1996. http://www.cals.nato.be/stratagy/strategy.htm 
 

• Fayad, M. and Schmidt, D.C. (2000). Object-oriented application frameworks. Comms. 
ACM, Oct. 2000, pp. 12-18. 

 
• Green paper on the convergence of the telecommunications, media and information 

technology sectors, and the implications for regulation towards an information society 
approach. Com (97)623. 

 
• Kuiper, H., Donker, J.C. (1996). Overview and discussion of Electronic Exchange 

Standards for technical information. In: Proceedings CALS Europe ’96, Paris, and May 
29-31. Also published as NLR TP 96789 U, http://www.nlr.nl/public/library/1997-
2/96789-dcs.html 

 
• O’Leary, D. (1998). Using AI in Knowledge Management: Knowledge Bases and 

Ontologies. In: IEEE Intelligent systems, May/June 1998, pp. 34-39. 
 

• White paper on the common transport policy. Com 92-494. 
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• Wooldridge, M., Jennings, N. (1995). Intelligent Agents: Theory and practice. In: The 
Knowledge Engineering review, June 1995, pp. 115-152. 
 

3.5 Virtual Networks: 
 

The market processes consist of a sequence of many elementary balancing and clearing processes 

that tend towards a complete systems balance at a real time. Usually, each process has its own 

mechanism for information interchange and processing. At present, there are no general 

worldwide standards for information interchange mechanisms.  

 

In certain productions there are data interchange apparatus which can be acknowledged as native 

standards, for instance, Rosetta Net values in electronic industry, MDDL (Market Data Definition 

Language) in monetary sector and other industries morals stated on the basis of open standards 

like ebXML (Electronic Business using eXtensible Markup Language) or XBRL (extensible 

Business Reporting Language),Though, these ethics are absorbed on electronic communication of 

business and financial data like invoices, offers, business spouse information and so on. In energy 

sector – a typical infrastructure market – UCTE (Union for the Co-ordination of Transmission of 

Electricity) initiative called Electronic Highway focuses only on transport layer and technical 

aspects of the communication network.  

 

It is strong that present ethics cannot meet the requirements of the infrastructural areas, where 

numerous specific elements, connected to real-time balancing of numerous commodities and 

facilities under constraints, may play significant roles. Heterogeneous organizations and 

absenteeism of general apparatus for data interchanges create barriers for mechanism 

incorporation and developments that are particularly significant for the European and worldwide 

market developments.  

 

Manufacturer to Consumer is a virtual network that concentrates on the arteries of a commercial 

transaction, which is properly established between a supplies and the oriental customer. These 

applications act as a bridge between the customer on one side of the world and the supplies on the 

other side. The entire applications assistances is impressive the standards and strategies that are 

put forward is the real world with the use of the Electronic media. The portal helps are mating the 
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commercial people to gain through the accessibility of this business process with a formula of 24 

* 7 * 365 day standard. 

 

The Genuine drive is designing the portal as the current system is to recover the convenience for 

both clients and suppliers is fulfilling their requirements, as per the essential transactional state. 

The customer can reach through his needs at the click of a mouse. The whole system converts 

false proof and higher levels of gratification prevails at the side of the client, as the information 

related to the products and there accessibility is at the reach of his fingers. 

3.6 Information Interchange: 
 

Thoughts may need the support of some other organization. When two diverse organizations 

contribute in the activity of business, jointly with requirement to their necessities, the idea of 

commerce involved is called as Information Interchanges in Virtual Networks. (Spee, 1997) 

 
Figure 3: Information Interchanges in Virtual Networks 

 

Under these kinds of commercial activities the major problem that arises is in the search for, such 

organization which can cater to the norms and standards of another organization. The actual 
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organizations, which are involving in this process, waste their ample amount of time, just in 

categorical search analysis for the required data. To eliminate the tedious process of manual 

search and data collection, a virtual network can be of a great help. The application as a whole 

server all the different kinds of organization, not only with specific to the standards of providing 

business information, but also provides the flexibility of calling out their required business 

activities from time to time without actually making a physical move from the system. The portal 

provides the flexibility for different organizations to come together onto one platform, and get 

associated by sharing the required information as per the standardized necessities that may arise 

into the regular commercial activities. The registered organizations, whenever the necessity arises 

can port themselves by migrating onto the web portal and get through their requirements by just 

clicking on the information that is available online. This virtual network makes the life of busy 

business to constructively save parametrical amount of time, as the information is on hand, within 

the reach of the mouse click. 

 

In the present studies inside factors are ignored in support of a focus on the specific effects that 

virtual networks exert on outer factors affecting a company’s absorptive capacity, due to the 

scarcity of studies linking them with integration in a virtual network, or of studies examining 

external factors as antecedents of absorptive capacity. in an open-sky  in which it constantly 

interacts with its outside environment by exchanging knowledge These facts may be in the form 

of fresh technologies and capabilities, which recover the company’s absorptive capacity. Agility, 

understood as the capacity to athletically adapt the society in order to cope with the unexpected 

business atmosphere, is considered a key feature in contending with global competitiveness 

companies’ competitive advantages and performance in a hypercompetitive environment. 

Building of information needs more information by virtual net. Where, newly upgrading of 

existing resources and abilities. Gains in flexibility to cope with the rapidly changing and 

intensely development of the skills and resources needed to identify and move innovations. 

 

Increase in the numeral of agents that forms a society, a virtually unlimited increase in the 

number of connections and therefore in the potential size of the community, and a increment in 

speed of information transmission which takes place at the speed of electronic statement. In this 

wisdom, virtual networks create a nonstop letter of “one with one” (through electronic mail), 

“one with many” through personal Web page, “many with one” (through an electronic diffusion) 
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and the most relevant Communication of “many with many” (through a on-line debate forum or a 

chat room). Products carry some coded information or repair element. In addition, many products 

are being digitized and trade via virtual media. Therefore, a company’s value-creating process 

and products appear increasingly less tangible and more virtual opportunities to reach global 

markets and use global resources, establish relations with actors with diverse cultural 

backgrounds and interests to compete internationally, virtual networks allow companies to relate 

with other organization fast and lithely and to remain independent. The main functions of virtual 

networks are in the development of a company’s absorptive capacity.  Moreover, not only does a 

company’s integration in a virtual network have advantages in terms of new knowledge, but it 

also leads to improvements in employee training, organizational structure. Those networks also 

offers systems and tools that allow employees to continually question the best way to bring out 

their tasks and solve difficulties, create and manage workgroups effectively, gather employees’ 

ideas and offers, as well as to support the policymaking manner.  

 

Workers can use this public area of alliance to shorten the time it takes to email documents, 

revise them, and send them back. Workers use their colleagues as a readily available, reliable 

source of engineers   Information and services has increased more rapidly than physical goods. 

Yet, physical goods are being digitized, as they are becoming increasingly knowledge intensive.  

The growth of information has therefore both been stimulated by virtual networks and 

encouraged their multiply. The major flows of information produce an increase in the 

segmentation of consumers’ preferences and introduce new product markets and new competitor 

into markets, among other aspect, which change companies’ competitive environments and force 

them to sustain a continuous learning system and innovates echelon of environmental 

externalities. (Hamu, 1998). 
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Figure 4.  Knowledge Sources and sharing of information 

 

It has to accept that a virtual network performs to arouse the processes of absorption and 

accumulation of external knowledge as well as some examples of information and 

communication tools that can be used to support them. Main functions of virtual network in the 

expansion of a company’s absorptive capability Moreover, not only does a company’s integration 

in a virtual network have advantages in terms of new data, but it also leads to improvements in 

employee training, organizational structure and smooth organizational culture and the reduction 

of the geographical and cultural distances between companies.  

 

In the following section, we explore how the company’s integration in a virtual network affects 

the development of its capacity to absorb external knowledge through the direct effect it has on 

most of the external factors that determine this absorptive capacity. The external factors studied 

are: degree of environmental turbulence, level of environmental externalities, and existence of 

technological opportunities, characteristics of knowledge in other company, geographical 

detachment and cultural diversity.  Amount of green turbulence ecological turbulence has an 
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influence on how the company adapts to the environment. The degree of turbulence is defined by 

the existence of high levels of adjust in the key environmental variables.  Environmental 

turbulence creates threats for companies.  

 

Companies operating in assimilation and posterior dissemination of the diligence will encourage 

organizations to increment their bulk. So sum of these changes are due to rapid transformation of 

industries, globalization, and innovative information and communication technologies. These 

networks have settled an information bargain where the talk of Information and services has 

improved more quickly than the goods. Yet, physical goods are being digitized, as they are 

becoming increasingly gen intensive. (Baalbergen, 1998) 

 

The growth of information has therefore both been stimulated by virtual networks and 

encouraged their multiply. The major flows of information produce an increase in the 

segmentation of consumers’ preferences and introduce new product markets and new competitor 

into markets, among other aspect, which change companies’ competitive environments and force 

them to sustain a continuous learning system and innovate level of environmental externalities.  

 

The barrier the company faces in appropriating all the results derived from its innovative effort 

produces a volume of knowledge that other organization can obtain and use without having to 

suppose any outer cost. This mass of public knowledge comprises the knowledge externalities or 

spillovers. 
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                Figure 5 Public knowledge comprises knowledge externalities. (Reed, 1997) 

 

The company’s access to external knowledge is not cost exempt corporations have to invest and 

develop sufficient skill within in demand to seizure and use the outcome of the research and to be 

able to sustain or create inexpensive advantages in a commerce through innovation, the main 

source of these returns, can be acquired simply. (Reed, 1997) 

 

Bearing in mind that absorptive capacity is often a by-product of companies’ internal R&D 

activities. It is assumed that the better the level of environmental externalities, the better the 

company’s incentive to invest in its absorptive capacity will be. Despite this indirect effect, the 

level of externalities also has a nonstop influence on absorptive capacity, since it allows the 

organization’s knowledge base to grow virtual networks increase lucidity in business processes, 

as different companies are able to communicate and exchange information with a centralized 

database. Intensive in sequence exchange improves technological spillovers and, as a 

consequence, the Company’s incentives to develop its absorptive capacity. 

 

Presently the technical openings and the notion cast-off in the prose to echo the potential for 

industrial growth in different trades is that of tech chance. Hi-tech occasion has two extents. The 

first consists of the quantity of technological knowledge, External to the sector or to the business 

that can be acquired. The second aspect is the degree to which a new knowledge unit improves 
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the technological performance of the making processes or the products and, therefore, of the co 

mane’s profits. A growth in technological opportunities increases the incentives to invest in 

R&D, which, as a result, produces an Increment in the absorptive capacity of companies that 

want to sustain or obtain competitive advantage.  

 

On the other side, the prevalence of hi-tech chance touches capacity directly through the 

enhancement in the bulks to find and value exterior information. As with the level of 

environmental externalities, ICTs also facilitate the emergence of technological opportunities, as 

they increase transparency in the information and knowledge generated by agents and 

organizations that are external to the virtual network. The companies’ entree to this evidence by 

the extranet assists it to increase its knowledge base and so its absorptive capacity is its Gathering 

of assistances that result from education by burden. Former barrier to knowledge transfer is its 

difficulty and specificity.  

 

Density refers to the quantity of symbiotic technologies, routines, individuals, and resources 

linked to a particular knowledge or asset. Specificity is defined as “the ease with which an asset 

can be redeployed to alternative uses and by alternative and generic the external knowledge, the 

easier its absorption will be. Though the handover of implicit, intricate and specific information 

might be stared as unsuited with cold   teamwork, this is not essentially the case. The transfer of 

tacit knowledge may be facilitated by the use of   information and communication technologies. 

These technologies also demonstrate properties such as facilitating the remote coordination of 

complex research projects. (Hagsand, 1996) 

 

In fact, video-conferencing facilitates brainstorm camps, informal meetings, detailed discussion, 

sharing experiences between product developers and customers, which can also take place if 

people are not co-located. Tackles, talk systems, mainframe symposia, and process tools allow 

companies to coherent tacit knowledge into overt concepts. 
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Geographical distance, or physical distance among partners sharing and transferring knowledge, 

also represents a barrier to usefulness in knowledge inclusion processes. Distance increases the 

cost and time that partners need to invest to establish contacts and interchange information Trust 

is not easily maintained through distant collaboration. More errors can happen at a aloofness, as 

the context in which the isolated team works is unfamiliar to their unfriendly classmates, as they 

are in terms of communicating emotional so distance is not matter.  

 

In other words, there is not a excessive variance amid homegrown and long detachment 

relationships in reading cue associated with perceptive trust. These people often be in touch by 

telephone or email. Message does not differ from direct message in terms of the capability of 

Public information talk, but relatively in terms of a gentler rate of handover. As technologies are 

richer in terms Cultural multiplicity is the degree of difference between the collaborators values 

and language, as well as business practices, managerial structures, institutional legacy and 

organizational cultures knowledge, due to the fact they have to invest more time in e-mail, in 

compatible routine design and in the development of common management systems. Thus, the 

greater the differences between companies involved in the knowledge transfer process, in 

corporate, national, clerical and professional terms, the more problems of the companies will 

have in communicate and Absorbing the transferred information.  
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A company’s embedded nests in a virtual network stimulate the building of a identity through the 

mixture of collective and individual welfare. In extra company structures, uniqueness is 

enthusiastic to verbalizing general charge systems and trying to convince the members and 

stakeholders to identify themselves with these value schemes. Though, one attention only on 

insolences of vow, the outcome is regularly somewhat shallow and defective.  

 

Virtual networks make it easier for companies to create a transient, boundary less, lateral, flat, 

team-based, computer mediated, flexible and dynamic structure which involves empowers and 

motivates all the social actors to create and share knowledge, to take responsibilities themselves 

and to initiate corrections or changes in the procedures of the virtual network. Hereafter, this 

erection gives knots to create a common self and crack most cultural problems quickly and 

without time limits. Composite info, they are regularly “weak erections” for handling and if 

support for communal dealings in the system. So, simulated grids critically depend on the quality 

of these relations. (Switch-enginecate, 1994) 

 

To advantage from the combination in a virtual network, a company should develop network, 

socialization and relational capability that remove internal resistances to change and pro mote 

knowledge and resource sharing. Virtual networks depend heavily on these relational capabilities, 

because an essential part of their co imputativeness depends on the process of building and 

integrating capabilities in the various “nodes”.  

 

Exactly for practical partnership, the interrelating bulges must also increase their information 

bases through new technical and team abilities while concurrently creating and agreeing on the 

very information by which the improvement is understood and tried. Particularly, companies 

should develop applications that enhance sharing of statistics and visualizations, and applications 

that allow remote use of important instruments and facilities. However, while adapting 

communication patterns and developing common technical and organizational capability are 

crucial, the survival of the virtual network also depends heavily on trust between the 

collaborating units the partners in a virtual network must share their knowledge in order to be 

able to collaborate, while at the same time safeguarding their own business interests. How these 

continuo usually vigorous tensions between cooperation and competition are handled depends on 

the level o f trust. 
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Without hope, there is no public vision and no joint associations, just arm’s length relations. At 

begin, it agrees corporations to reduce the hesitation associated with simulated Information, 

which is empower as well as limited by in order technology. Trust could reduce this ambiguity by 

if what is expected from traitors. Second, virtual networks have many unlike stakeholders with 

different motivations. This welfare is bound to conflict as conditions and opportunities change. 

Trust is crucial in avoid or managing conflicts, settling disputes, and sustaining relationships. 

Hope reduce the prospect that other parties will behave deviously in times of conflict by 

announcing social obligations, often called social wealth, exterior to the exact deal. Third, virtual 

networks are broken by the very know-how that reproduced them.  

 

Computer-mediated message and information arrangements limit trust-building chances, as they 

provide more unnamed access. When people are limited to purely virtual forms of announcement, 

communal affairs may not support and frequently decline over time. Weakened social 

relationships increase the temptation to slot in hit-and-run actions, which show the seed for 

distrust between parties. It is Suspicion in one portion of the net. Association can quickly spread 

to other parts of the network. Organizations to increase frequency of contacts, engage in periodic 

business transactions and an intense exchange of information, communication and interaction, 

thereby calling into question the position outlined above. Prior involvement at dealing grouping 

through networks is a crucial asset to assure the formation of a visible trust between cohorts.  

 

Governments with experience in multiple ties to others should develop better protocols for 

exchanging information and resolving. This experience would help to integrate the tasks 

distributed across the network or create motivation to share information across the barriers caused 

by a lack of face-to-face clues and cultural differences, ensuring that contributors receive a fair 

share of the rewards that are generated. Other important elements that influence virtual networks 

are the level of mutual commitment Flexibility implies a willingness on the part of the group to 

adapt to the terms of interchange before surprising events or changing circumstances that the 

inter-organizational relationship has a high value, and determines behaviors managed specifically 

towards its maintenance Mutuality determines the attitude of accepting that the success of each 

party depends on that of the other, expressing a feeling of joint Finally, conflict harmonization 

reflects the degree to which there is a spirit of mutual agreement on the cooperative aims . The 
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current varying atmosphere, the ability to sense and seize new opportunities and to build and 

reconfigure knowledge-based property is essential for the company’s long-term competitiveness 

and survival. If a company concentrates exclusively on increase existing capabilities, there is a 

risk that its core capability will freeze into core rigidity absorptive capacity is bared as one of the 

most important organizational lively capabilities, as no company can cope independently with the 

density and risks of rapidly changing environments, or possess all the required skills and wealth 

to stay on top of all areas of progress and bring significant innovations to the market.   

 

Absorptive capacity refers to the self-motivated capacity that allows value creation from 

beginning to end the progress of outdoor information gaining, digestion, change and development 

capabilities. In other words, absorptive capacity is the result of the combination of inner and outer 

learning. In most up-to-date days, the company’s set in virtual networks has gained division as a 

powerful management means and as a prospect to facilitate communal education and facts 

creation and sharing, through tale ways of advisory ideas, and quick and easy access to skills and 

resources.  Virtual networks favors a participative and two-way culture in which the objective is 

to create a “sharing experience” rather than an “experience which is shared”. These grids are 

especially proper when the information requisite is dispersed between many specialists  

 

Who have to provide a matched solution to a composite problem? The proliferation of this new 

flexible and decentralized inter-organization structure is explained by the convergence of 

technological inn praise in computing and telecommunications. Progress of agents and contacts, 

and interval and space liberation start the four key skins of the new system functioning scheme.  

 

 Despite its substance, the literature to date has not articulated the unique features of virtual 

networks that may lead to the development of absorptive capacity. This chapter attempts to fill 

this theoretical gap by determining the Internet-based drivers for facilitating the way companies 

communicate, share and create a common knowledge to sustain or create co appetitive 

advantages.  

 

Special attention is given to the connection between virtual systems   and external factors 

touching absorptive capacity. The section ends with a section underscoring the rank of emergent 

trust and relational capabilities to take advantage of the company’s integration in a virtual 
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network.  The university implications of the study lie in the conceptual framework of absorptive 

aptitude and virtual networks that the research provides.  

 

The abstract review carried out may serve as a guide-line for managers in organizational 

arrangement and in identify the key elements to continue and create new competitive advantages 

in changing environments. Taking all the factors it is the come out that a virtual network is most 

needed technology to the Companies. (Products, 1998)  

 

A Solution Sharing Network can be designated as lone type of Solution Group. The later notion 

can be used to characterize many different types of groups; however they all aim at solving some 

type of problem. There are some common features for all Solution Groups:  

1. Articulation of problems: Here a vital aspect is to create an understanding for the disaster area 

but also to clearly express or define it. 

2. Development of solutions: This means that the collection identifies tests and develops different 

ways to explain the problem. 

3. Development of strategies: Here it is the key to map dissimilar institutions or instances that can 

influence the development. It is also important to make a decision how to grip these. 

4. Implementation of strategies: In this step the advance is executed and it is also appraised. If it 

is required the client makes adjustments. 

 

There are however unrelated types of Solution Groups. In Solution Coordinating Network 

organizations with various solutions cooperate and use the solutions to accomplish a common 

goal. Solution Distribution Networks instead allocate solutions to the audience. In a Solution 

Sharing Network organizations share knowledge and resources roughly a resolution to a specific 

dilemma in their environment. The latter kind of network regularly exists over a long stage of 

time whereas a Solution Coordinating Network may not be stable due to competition. (Bardi, 

2001) 

 

This paper principal point is on Solution Sharing Networks that aims at sharing evidence and 

knowledge related to the development of software applications. 
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There are numerous diverse features influencing development and evidence interchange in 

Solution Sharing Networks. Focusing on one phase may therefore cause dissonance or 

inefficiency in other areas of the network. A scheme theory general approach is therefore 

essential to be able to study information related activities in a virtual network. Such a network is 

a social scheme that may be viewed as a human activity system according to Check land’s 

description that can be summarized by the contraction CATWOE, where C= Customer, who is 

the person who will get advantage from the activity or those who are influenced by the activities 

in the system (ibid). 

The definition of client can be used on an individual level as well as on group level. In a Solution 

Sharing Network the customers are those who practice and take benefit of the added assessment 

that is created by the system that is those who can get hold of advantage of an efficient 

information exchange. To find further gradation in the context, it might be possible to extinguish 

between expected customers as well as actual customers.  

The first group entails of all followers in the network that can be predictable to take benefit of the 

information exchange whereas the definite clients are those who in reality experience this benefit. 

This dissimilarity indicates that some associates are providers and other adherents are further of 

consumers of evidence in the network. Even if this in some respects may be connected to 

Vygotsky’s zone of proximal development the distinction can however in a realistic situations 

have modest value since social dealings always may generate an added value for all involved. 

- A = Actors, those individuals who act upon the activities or those who foundation the activities. 

The limelight is here on the transformation process.  

The performers are those who intermingle and share information in the web. In reality the 

awareness of actor is not consistent. Different performers can be differently elaborate in the 

transformation course. 

- T = Transformation, consisting of the means that transform input into output. 

In a Solution Sharing Network input to the transformation course of action is the individual 

people and their intensity of knowledge. The supporting computer system also contributes with 

information to the input. 

- W = Weltanschauung (= world perception), the perception of significant concepts related to the 

activity. 
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The world insight influences the co-design development and can be connected to unalike 

perspectives as indicated in co-design. In a Solution Sharing Network world observation is 

created both by a strategy process and a social progression where different perspectives are 

perceived. At last one or more perspectives are chosen as a base for the activities that kick off the 

transformation process. 

- O = Ownership, that is the organizational body that has the ultimate power and ambition to 

modify and continue the activity. The landlords talk about the system whereas the players are 

located in the system.  

The influencing force can of track have different characteristics. The owners can pass the 

structure with technical endure that influences the transformation progression, but they can also 

administer laws and guidelines. 

- E = Environment, the factors in the surrounding world (context) that could influence the 

activity.  

An interesting fact for Information Interchange in virtual Networks is that a specific affiliate can 

have several different roles according to Check land’s classification. An adherent can be a 

consumer, that is assistance from the activities at the same time as the same colleague is an actor 

and even retain decision power to transform and carry on the activities that is to be seen as a 

holder (Bilbao, 1997). 

 

Consequently an increasing character of organizations comes collected in virtual networks, which 

Cast ells esteems as a typical characteristic for informational societies. An example of that 

development is that confined authorities collaborate in a network to create CRM-systems as 

demanded by the central government. (Bullinger, 2001) 

 

They also illustrate advantages and disadvantages with collaboration where definite advantages 

are connected to knowledge and activities – the participants can share the knowledge, technology 

and skills. Another benefit is that the cooperation brings as one several opinions and perspectives 

and these may be combined to generate new perspectives.  

 

They also malicious that if people cooperate in excellent situation the verdict quality will 

probably upsurge. The authors also approve system science perspective when they write that 
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group effort as an activity leads to creativity – collaboration gives something additional than the 

sum of the parts. What the authors emphasize is that it is potential to create something new by 

combining different viewpoints, something that is impossible to attain by merely combining 

different parts. Additional gain mentioned by the writers has a social character – it is a method to 

diminish social separation. (Dunning J.H, 1997) 

 
Costs as for specimen tour expenses, conveyance costs and time facets are example of such 

drawbacks. The technological expansion however makes factors as travel expenses and 

transportation costs fewer pertinent. But there may still take place disadvantages related to 

bureaucratic rigidity. 

 

Since this document aims at investigating co-design in a Solution Sharing Network it is main to 

illuminate the social quality of knowledge. The social constructivist perspective builds of the 

standard of social construction and the ideas can be traced flipside to classical sociology and 

philosophy. Today social constructivism can be characterized, as a broad theoretical school and 

the distinction between different author’s descriptions are palpable. Aspects that are essential in 

most descriptions are however the importance of community environment and that the individual 

development is influenced by ethnicity and social context. Social constructivism also has the 

ontological arrangement that the world is constructed through the knowledge of the individuals 

and that the social culture that is available in the context. 

 

Important contributors to the communal constructivist perspective are for example Jerome Bruner 

and Vygotsky. He criticized the tradition of the cognitive theories in that it tried to make clear 

consciousness by the thought of consciousness itself. To be able to elucidate consciousness 

Vygotsky said that the explanatory principle should be based on other parts of the actual world. 

He suggested that socially meaningful activities could take part in such a role. For Solution 

Sharing Networks, a few of these activities could be related to improvement concerning the joint 

interest that was the basis for forming the network in the primary place. (Eggs, 2000) 

 

By adopting a ethnic way of thinking and substitute the human being fluctuations his or her 

psychological roles such as memorial, perception and intellectual. Those functions are called the 
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inferior mental functions that throughout psychological tools that are internally oriented are 

transformed into upper mental or cultural functions. 

 

The constructive standard of the higher psychological functions lies however external the 

individual, in psychological tools and interpersonal relations. In that way the human being learns 

to act upon individual actions through performing actions mutually with other people (social 

activities). The learning individual thus internalizes the more composite structures. The 

psychological expansion proceeds are similar that starts from childhood when the kid learns the 

unrestrained meaning of an act through others. Higher mental purposes can thus be gotten as 

goods of mediated movement. The differentiation between what the person can carry out himself 

or herself and together with other group is called the zone of proximal development (ZPD) 

(Enright, R, 2001). 

 

A serious trouble with a perspective on knowledge creation that builds on internalization and 

externalization is to clarify how new cultural development is promising. That a human being 

learns from the zone of proximal enlargement according to Vygotsky means that he or she learns 

information from someone else in the group, thus the knowledge is thus already there. 

 
Figure 6: Balance Process for Information Interchange 

 

This arises when individuals become two contradiction messages. To explain this condition it is 

necessary to replicate and to create a new activity that develops the society. Thus emphasis the 

collective acquaintance and he also makes a distinction between social actions as and activities, 

which can be seen as a superior section. The latter can include several individual actions as well 
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as social actions. Activities can also elucidate individual schedules where the purpose else would 

be difficult to envision. He also presents a model of human activity: The model shows that in the 

production process where the subjects use instruments to create objects and objects are also 

expended by the subjects in the culture. There are also guidelines that specialist the social 

communication between the subjects in the society. The matters are also dispersed through 

division of labor among the subjects in the civilization.  

 

Reasons for collaboration can roughly be divided into diverse categories and subcategories. There 

can be interior reasons that are reasons that depend on circumstances inside the organization, or 

external reasons that derive outside the organization. Interior reasons may be low-cost, efficiency 

problems, competence difficulties or time troubles. By combining different skills, the network 

may carry out tasks that individual members might locate impossible for their own possess. If 

clarifications are cooperative, individual members can desist from developing distinct 

explanations and thus not reinventing the wheel again.  

 

Software solutions that are used by numerous different organizations are also tested to a better 

extent than individual solutions and should therefore be expected to create a safer environment 

than solutions that are individually developed. Sharing applications that one organization already 

is using is also time proficient.     

Even if this is a two-way announcement process, it is the knowledge of one individual that is 

communicated to the other. But true development cannot occur throughout such events since this 

kind of knowledge already is obtainable within the network. For development to happen, it is 

necessary to build up new activities through co-design where different actors collaborate to 

achieve results that cannot be reached using only one actor perspective. Co-design can be 

assumed from a schemes science perspective, where the new movement has been created through 

social communication leading to something more than the sum of the separate actor perspectives. 

This is what calls the zone of proximal progress. (Hirn, 1998) 

 

External details may be anxiety from authorities, clients. Sometimes central authorities may plant 

demands on organizations that may entail software applications.  All experts will entail the 

related solutions in such type conditions. Occasionally difficulties may also approach from 

customs instead of a central government. In this process two actors (subjects in design) work 
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together with each other through social actions. When a social battle occurs, specific perspectives 

are communicated from one actor to other. Through this communication a specific actor can thus 

gain knowledge from the zone of proximal expansion according to subject. The social act hints 

later to separate activities and the boundaries for the region are thus moved.  

 

Sometimes actors can obtain two contradiction messages. To unravel this situation it is 

compulsory to reflect and to generate a new activity that develops the society. This impacts both 

performers. 

There are also some factors that influence the procedure such as for example the assurance and 

Weltanschauung of the actors. The commitment can be affective, economical and normative and 

it is vital that the Weltanschauung includes competences from diverse areas. The organizational 

and social proximity, management and when different actors get involved in the course are also 

important for the accomplishment in the network. (Kujath, H. J, 

2000,http://www.los.shuttle.de/irs/berichte_7.htm). 

3.7. Business Communication: 
 

The suppliers can run the oriental store, not only to the business, but also male a survey of the 

product by tarring proper feedback from the resistors of the website, by prescribing the different 

parameters at will of the customer. (Abecker, 1998) 

  The suppliers can have flexibility is making their products available is a very free flow 

manner irrespective of the availability of the customers. 

1. The portal can make it-self projected as an advertising media, with lasses art and realizes 

maximum number of people at a time. 

2. The suppliers always have a used choice of adding or deleting the stores with much 

simplicity. 

3. The physical waiting time for purchasing any product of ordering a product is eliminated. 

4. The constructional standard of selection through choices is possible, and is at the tips of 

the customer. 
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5. The proper data lose of visited customers can be maintained and associated reminders 

can be generated at frequent times which can is touch make customers purchase different 

items excessively through the same system.   

6. A survey of report related to the populate choices of the products from different       

categories of customers can be studied and would be used as a reference is establishing the 

business. 

 

Figure 7: Life Cycle Model for Business Management 

 

Trading  means a  market place where buyers and sellers will exist and have exchange of the 

commodity .But according to  present situation  purity trade is required when a multi-commodity 

market arise .At hand an open Multi-commodity marketplace data Model systems  for  market  

balancing  and  clearing  in  the  background  of  multi-commodity  trade  in  various  network   

infrastructure sectors. A system of definitions has been developed that promotes clear 
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understanding and standard interfaces for the data flows and integration of market data and 

processes across societies.   

 

In the situation of infrastructure areas, implementing free market trading seems to be 

meaningfully harder than in the other areas. Trading and distributions of goods and facilities 

usually needs some incomplete resources. Presence of various supply constraints powerfully 

contributes to some costs and incidence of the local market power. Reserve limitations decrease 

the freedom of the market competitive solutions and may reduction profits, i.e. values of the 

financial prosperity that would consequence from the free market trade. Moreover, other more 

practical and security aspects, that inspiration the market solutions, must be taken into 

explanation. Frequent clearing on forward and real-time market segments promises that the 

source and demand for many goods and services can be coordinated simultaneously in actual 

time under various restraints and necessities. 

 

Attaining efficient market steadiness in unnatural network systems in real time is a stimulating 

task for investigators. Numerous market segments must be calculated for guaranteeing safe, 

achievable and parsimoniously effectual system stabilities that can be attained in actual time in 

all conceivable operative circumstances. The forward and real-time complementary markets 

would also permit the market players to change their favorites and to modify correspondingly the 

offers and bids, in a small time just before distribution. In this way the market players may 

respond to quick changes of the system state. Seemingly, also the closed-loop feedback control 

system must be coordinated with the real-time market procedures.  

(Loeve, 1998) 

 

In this exploration we talk appropriate market design issues and control mechanisms for 

distributed networks. One resolution of the open M3 model is that it generates a flexible 

framework for expansion of new market models and algorithms, standard data repository, and 

gives possibility for integration of software apparatuses which implement balancing mechanisms. 

Lastly, it will assistance the community to control the best industrial standards of data exchange 

and allow for an easy public access and exchange of numerous market data. 
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At  nearby,  in  many  net  industries,  functionalities of  the  existing market designs  are  not 

completely up to date . For a complete successful market system design, reactions to all 

operational situations  should  result  from  market-driven  processes  for  achieving  economic  

market  equilibrium, together  with  considering  technical  and  operational  conditions,  resource  

constraints  and/or automatic  control  system  requirements.  Due to usual and real-time 

prerequisite existing in such schemes, specific problem-oriented market projects are frequently 

essential. Many researches and professionalizes around the world participate in development, 

investigation  and  achievement  of  a  variety  of  new  ideas  related  to  sale and  market  

clearing   systems  under  various  market  conditions.  At  extant,  there  are  no  conformism  in  

the  study   directions  that  can  be  measured  as  the  most  promising  ones.  Despite  a  

tremendous  world-wide  research  it  seems  that  the  decision  makers  still  do  not  possess  

enough  knowledge  to  direct  the market progress and support the best directions in which the 

market systems should grow. 

 

In  the  network  schemes,  an  effectual  market  equilibrium  may  be  obtained  in  a  single  

complementary process by  dual  optimization  of  trade of  many  basic  commodities  and  

facilities  related  to  buy  and  sell  offers  through the  network  incomes.  For  this  purpose  the  

multi-commodity  interactions  can  be used,  in  addition  to  single-commodity  interactions  and  

two-sided trading.  The basic multi- market allows increasing global financial welfare and 

effective complementary of sell and buy offers for packages of fundamental commodities. It has 

all constructive features of the classical single-commodity market clearing model, yet enabling 

handling many real-World requirements.  Apart  from  outmoded  sales,  long-term  and  

medium-term  single-commodity  market  parts,  or  day-ahead  and  intra-day-markets,  there  is  

a  requirement  for  scheming  specific  problem-  oriented multi-commodity sales  and 

complementary market  mechanisms, which must provide practicable  implementation of sales 

contracts and assure timely delivery of numerous goods and services.  In the  situation  of  

infrastructures  sectors,  implementing  free  market  trading  seems  to  be  suggestively  harder  

than  in  the  other  areas.  Trading and deliveries of goods and services usually needs some 

limited resources.  Presence of  numerous  resource  restrictions  powerfully  contributes  to  

certain  costs  and  incidence  of  the  local  market  power.  Resource limitations reduce  the  

freedom of  the  market  competitive  solutions  and  may  decrease  profits,  i.e.  values  of  the  

economic  wealth that  would  result  from  the  free  market  trade.  Furthermore, other additional 
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technical and security aspects, that affect the market solutions, must be engaged into account.  A 

more universal multi-commodity, market-clearing model assures that the supply and demand for 

many goods and services can be matched simultaneously in real time under various constraints 

and supplies. 

 

 Attaining effectual market equilibrium in  constrained  net  systems  in  real  time  is  a  

challenging  task  for  scholars. Numerous market  segments  must  be  intended  for  ensuring  

safe, feasible and  economically well-organized system balances, that can be achieved in real 

time in all possible  active  situations.  The forward  and  real-time  balancing  bazaars  should  

also  allow  the  market  players  to  change  their  predilections  and  to  modify  equally  the  

bargains  and  bids,  in  a  short  time  just  before  delivery.  In  this  technique  the  market  

players  may  react  to  rapid  variations  of  the  system  community.  Apparently, also  the  

closed-loop  feedback  control  system  must  be  synchronized  with  the  real-  time market 

processes.  In  this  paper  we  address  appropriate  market  design  issues  and  control  

mechanisms  for  spread  networks.  

 

One purpose of   model is that it creates a flexible framework for development of  new  market  

models  and  algorithms,  benchmark  data  repository,  and  gives possibility for mixing of 

software components which  implement balancing  mechanisms. At last, it will help the 

community to determine the best industrial standards of data swap and enable for an easy public 

access and exchange of various garage data. We  consider  coinciding  trade  of  many  

commodities  on  the  market,  where  many  separate, self-regulating  or needy  balancing 

processes  form a  composite  market organism.  Individual balancing process is a smallest 

processing block.  Its  role  is  to  transform  the  input  data  market  state information,  market  

resources,  participants'  offers,  into  the  output  data  new  state  of  commodities  and  resource  

allocation,  decisions  related  to  acceptance  or  rejection  of  offers, market prices and balancing 

costs. 

 

In  a  given  time  slot  individual  matching processes  can be  performed  either  in  parallel  –  it 

is the  case  of  independent  balancing  on  the  competitive  platforms  –  or  in  sequence,  when  

next execution  of  the  balancing  process  concerns  the  same  set  of  commodities  (iterative  

balancing)  or related  commodities  .Output  data  of  one  balancing  process  typically  feed  the  
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inputs  of  one  or  more  other  processes.  Moreover,  it  is  often necessary to convert  the  data 

for the  sake of  different time structures different infrastructure  areas like trading on the 

continent area, sub-regions and  zones  or  some  other  reasons.  Finally, structure of the 

balancing processes and relations between processes can be very complex. In this process we 

effort our thoughtfulness on modeling the data structure of a single opposite process. The process 

is perceived as a “black box”, and thus it can be implemented in any way.  (Wooldridge, 1995) 

 

Multi-commodity systems are often  world-wide  market  liberalization  and  deregulation  

process  are  being introduced  in  many  network  system  including  power systems,  

telecommunication, computer, rail and transport networks, water, urban systems and others. 

Under deregulation, the systems are undergoing drastic restructuring and transformation from 

cost-conscious, regulated utilities to competitive market anticipants. Those have their own 

independent wellbeing, values, different everyday jobs, operations and services.  

 

The monopoly business will reduce when we go through the virtual network.  State-owned or 

private monopolies that have been functioned traditionally in the infrastructure sectors are being 

slowly but surely altered  into  various  market  entities,  which  must  operate  in  new  

competitive  market environments,  under  controlled   market  laws,  with  process  help  of  

various  market   such as sale, commodity exchanges, real-time balancing markets, etc. In the 

deregulated  framework  for  control  and  management,  apart from   operating  according  to 

central  rules  and  plans  well-known  by  a  generic   control  structure  in  a  circular control  

system,  the systems  operate  through  cooperative  behavior  of  many  entities  which  interact  

as  the  aggressive market  holders.  The need for better  management  and  control  of  large  

distributed  network systems  tends to   research  community  a  great  deal  of  interest  in  

developing  new  competitive market mechanism for  control and  closed-loop operational  

control rules  to help system proceed  optimization. (O’Leary, 1998) 

One of the important stream of the  research  work  on  market  development  is hub   on  gradual  

well-designed  transference  with  allocation  of  obligations  and  rights  to distribute market-

players. On another side, some market merging processes are also enhanced. One difficulty is  in  

analyzing  and  comparing  different  market  models,  methods,  experiment and  solutions  in  a  

reliable  way,  due  to  assorted  experiment situation ,  different  data models,  and  various  

numerical  data  and  data  storage  methods  that  are  used.   
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Though,  the  market replicas  that  are  dissimilar  at  a  first look, in  fact operate  on the same  

kinds  of data.  Furthermore, only the greatest sale clearing instruments proved  by  many  

researches  in  numerous  experiments  can  be applied  as  applied  solutions.  Therefore, from 

perspective of  serving  the  development  and check   of   new  sale  mechanisms,  the  open  

market  information  interchange  systems are extremely important for the future of the virtual 

network. 

 

The  market  processes  consist  of  a  sequence  of  many  elementary  balancing  and  clearing 

Processes that tend towards a complete system’s balance at a real time. Usually, each process has 

its     own mechanism for information interchange and processing. At two hands, there are no 

general www standards for information interchange mechanisms.  In  some  industries  there  are  

data interchange  mechanism  which  can  be  acknowledged  as  local  standards,  for  instance,    

However,  these  standards  are  aimed  on  electronic  interchange  of  business  and financial  

data  like  invoices,  offers,  business  partner  information  and  so  on.   

 

In energy  area  a archetypal  organization  inventiveness  named  electric  highway  focuses  only  

on  transportation  layer  and  practical  aspects  of  the announcement  network.  It remains  clear  

that  present  standards  cannot  meet  the  requirements  of  the infrastructural  sectors,  where  

numerous  specific  elements,  connected  to  real-time  complementary  of  many merchandises  

and  services  under  constraints,  may  play  significant  roles.  Heterogonous systems  and 

absence  of  general  mechanism  for  data  interchanges  create barriers  designed for  mechanism  

integration  and developments that are especially important for the European and world-wide 

market evolutions. Market objects make, procedure,  and consume wide volumes of market  data 

and  must  contract with  dizzying  collection  of  foundations,  essential  to  bearing  market  

operations.   

 

Data employers are essential to dedicate significant resources in translating data from numerous 

sources. In order to integrate various market solutions  and  to  ease  mappings  between  various  

market  data  applications  and  systems, have  designed  an  open  Multi-commodity  Market  

Model  that  may  be  used  both  in research  works  and  in  operation  of  the  market  

equilibrium   and  clearing  systems  in  the  context  of   multi-commodity  trade,  see. A  scheme  
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of  descriptions  has  been  established  that  endorses  clear understanding  and  regular  

interfaces  for  the  data  flow.   

 

The common  market  data  terminology embraced  by  multi market model allows  us  to  clearly  

state  the  nature  and  origin  of  the  structured  market  data elements, thus removing ambiguity  

is  a  set  of  formal  data  models  The  particular gain  of multi market model    is  that it may  

help  the  designers to  conduct some development concurrently and  to some amount  by 

yourself,  while, thanks  to a virtual network through,  data and results may be easily exchanged 

or/and shared between the users of various market clearing systems.   might  be  valuable  in  

facilitating  communication  and  organization  among  subsequent market  sub-areas and periods. 

It may  be very  helpful both for  the  market operatives as  well  as for  the market  users,  as  it  

enables  data  exchange  measures  among  the  market  operators  and  market employers.  It 

might also cooperative in attaining the long-term welfares of interoperability and improvement of 

market incorporation and superiority of market products. By working with virtual network it is 

very easy to get the market price.  

 

A significant goal of multi market system is also to  integrate  market  data  from  numerous  

disseminated  sources  in  diverse  systems  throughout  the  universal  “enterprise”  system  

without  having  to  recognize  how information  providers  format  and  regularize  internal  

procedures  and  data. In this way we can compare the market price. The  payment  is  to  change  

the focus  of  interior  efforts  from  matters  related  with  the  “formatting  of  data”  to  those  

related with the “quality of processes” to improve the market functionality. In our approach a 

single  balancing process is  treated as  a “black  box”, which transforms some input  data  like 

market  offers,  network  data  into  output  data  market  prices, settlements etc.   

 

We make no expectations regarding the way how the input data can be treated.  Thus,  the  

procedure  can  be  a  untainted  sale  or  exchange  commodity virtually .this process brings a 

equilibrium point in market rate communicate the  elements  of  the  open data model  for the  

market  systems  include,  among  the  other  things,  data  for  network  modeling,  market  

entities structure,  commodities  structure,  offers,  network  system  constraints,  and  individual  

constraints  of the market participants. 
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The  another  important  aspect  is  that  the  open  data  model  allows  us  to  use  different 

networks  models  including  the  basic  and  virtual  ones.  Each network  can  be  used  for  

modeling  a subset  of  commodities  turnover,  while  the  basic  network  can  be  used  to  

model  technical  aspects together with security and resource requirements.  In  the  next  section  

the  requirements  for  developing  new market  models  are  discussed. The new market will be 

designed taking the transaction and a trader available in the market .It reduces the inflation rate in 

the market. More over it needs activeness in the commercial person. (O’Leary, 1998) 

 

The background leads the reader to the statement of the problem 

 

One difficulty is in analyzing and comparing different market models, methods, experiments and 

solutions in a reliable way, due to heterogeneous experiment environments, different data models, 

and various numerical data and data storage methods that are used. Though, the market replicas 

that are diverse at a first glance, in fact function on the same types of data. Furthermore, only the 

finest auction clearing mechanisms confirmed by many investigates in multiple experiments can 

be applied as practical solutions. Consequently, from standpoint of serving the expansion and 

confirmation of new auction mechanisms, the open market info interchange systems, including 

data models, are tremendously significant for the upcoming of the network industries. 

 

This is something that becomes increasingly familiar in order to assemble competition and 

increased load on technological progress. My focal point in this paper is on Solution Sharing 

Networks. In such networks organizations split facts and resources roughly an explanation to a 

explicit difficulty in their environment. In this case the dilemma is related to the growth of 

software applications. In a solution sharing network, people thus come jointly in order to 

cooperate for a more skillful development of fresh solutions.  

 

Some networks are very victorious in their own field cooperation whereas others have difficulties 

to get the collaboration work efficiently. It is therefore of interest to additional investigating the 

transformation development within the networks. The objective of this paper is to recognize and 

analyze possible incentives and benefits of collaboration and co-design in virtual networks as 

well as to stare supplementary into the characteristic of the co-design process in such networks. 
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Analysis will be achieved using the social constructivist opinion enhanced by activity concept 

and the virtual network will be seen as a humanoid activity procedure. 

 

Reasons for collaboration can roughly be divided into different categories and subcategories. 

There can be domestic reasons that are reasons that depends on circumstances inside the 

association, or external grounds that emanate outside the organization. Internal details may be 

economy, efficiency problems, proficiency hitches or time problems.  

 

External grounds may be pressures from authorities, from customers or from competitors. Much 

different remuneration from collaborating in virtual networks may be identified. By combining 

different capability, the network may proceed upon tasks that individual members might find 

impractical on their own. If solutions are communal, individual members can cease from 

developing individual explanations so that they won’t get any difficulty in the near future. 

Software solutions that are used by several different organizations are also experienced to a 

greater amount than individual solutions and should consequently be expected to craft a safer 

environment than solutions that are individually developed. Sharing relevance that one 

organization previously is using is also time proficient. Occasionally leading authorities may put 

demands on organizations that may entail software applications.  

 

In such cases all authorities will involve the same or similar solutions to solve the quandary. 

Collaboration to produce the necessary applications will then be greatly resourceful, reduce costs 

and development time, permit more ideas to influence the application and result in a safer 

software than if each society had developed its own software. Sometimes burden may also come 

from clients instead of a central government, and if this load is similar for different organizations, 

they may also in this case place on the same revenue from collaboration as in the previous 

instance. In the paper a few models to demonstrate the partnership are presented. (Fayad, 1997) 

 

The transformation of the circumstances in the society that we have experienced throughout the 

end of the century is very extensive. The translation is characterized by the conversion of 

materialistic traditions into a fresh technical outline dominated by information technology. Some 

imperative characteristics of the societies created by the latest technical paradigm comprise 

digitalization, miniaturization and deregulation. The novel society that has evolved by this 
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occurrence is the informational the public or the network society. Other names for this culture are 

information society, awareness society. They however highlights that it is not possible to talk 

about one informational society. 

 

Even if those societies all are based on informational and restructured capitalism, the new 

information technology pooled with cultural, economical, collective and contextual aspect has 

lead to the fact that the newly created societies also differs in their collective practices. 

 

Even if “the new society” has many names, there are some very usual trends that have been 

identified by numerous authors. Writes that one point of view that is frequently represented in 

literature is that information and service businesses have grown-up rapidly and this discussion is 

highlighted by Castells when he says that the aim of societal development no longer is production 

of goods as was the container in the industrial society. The aim for the informational society is in 

its place technical development (White paper on the common transport policy. Com 92-494, 

1992) 

 

Many authors also point out globalization as an essential trend in the new society. This trend has 

guide to great consequences for people as well as companies and organizations. The market has 

curved worldwide and a new world-wide budget has been fashioned. This trend made potential 

through information technology has brought an enormous change in a foremost part of the market 

but also changes in the innovative social practices.  

 

Information technology has shaped more composite networks with entities from the identical or 

different cultures. The topographical distances is less significant that before whereas the cultural 

and organizational proximity influence the social practices that are molded. 

 

There are few obvious benefits with cooperation in networks. Castells writes for example that the 

cooperation offers a possibility to segment costs and risks and be in hint with constantly changing 

information. The networks also have a task as gatekeepers. New possibilities are continually 

created in the networks and it becomes more and riskier to survive in the outside world. The 

decisive units today are not the companies or organizations – it is the networks (Green paper on 

the convergence of the telecommunications, media and information technology sectors, 1997) 
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To be able to supply timely, efficient and affordable solutions in a growing market while 

satisfying demands on safety and environmental issues, it is necessary to integrate and harmonies 

computing infrastructures, standards and procedures all through Europe in a way that each 

stakeholder has right to use to relevant parts of the infrastructure. Both existing organizations as 

well as practical and extended enterprises are facing challenges in setting up teams of participants 

from diverse disciplines and backgrounds in such a way that shared understanding as well as 

generation, swap over, presentation, conservation and re-use of data, information and knowledge 

are quickly established and exploited (Information Society Applications of general interest,1998) 

 

Telecommunications, media and information technology are providing building blocks upon 

which an environment can be built that sustain a co-operative infrastructure for information 

processing and knowledge management. For aeronautics co-operation in extended and virtual 

enterprises and for dissemination of results inside the aerospace sector and to other sectors, the 

following topics are of principal importance: 

 • Affordable, reliable and secure high-performance networks throughout Europe: Without proper 

high-speed connections over country borders, efficient large-scale collaboration, including 

visualization, is not possible in a data- and information-intensive environment. 

• Low-cost wired and wireless access to the information infrastructure throughout Europe: Not 

necessarily of the similar capacity, access to information shall be obtainable to all stakeholders in 

the aerospace information society. Access via e-mail and World Wide Web services based on 

open global standards, under right safeguarding of privacy and sanctuary, are essential for a true 

Information Society. 

• Education and training: A well-educated work power is a strong point of European society. To 

turn up at a work force that is educated optimally for the tasks at hand, a flawless integration of 

working and learning environments needs to be achieved. Access after educational institutions to 

working surroundings and reverse should be stimulated. 

• Standards for information exchange: As companies move towards the taking on of extended 

enterprises, the need to be capable to exchange information becomes increasingly significant. 
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Integration of network and information infrastructures can only efficiently be carried out if these 

rest on unbolt standards that continuously comply with the speed of modify in technology and 

which state-of-the-art tools support. For aerospace, additional development of international 

standards and application protocols in the areas of Digital Product Modeling, Computer-Aided 

Engineering/Computer-Aided Manufacturing and virtual reality stay put of major importance. 

These need to be easy-to hear and use and affordable for all participants. 

 

Public obtain ability of information about values of exchange of knowledge, and dissemination 

through excellent EU Open Information Interchange site needs to be preserved. 

• Multi-site collaborative effort: Since the 1980s, several types of systems supporting co-

operative exertion have emerged. These vary from simple e-mail and computer seminar systems 

to more elaborate forms of groupware, in which the focus is on knowledge sharing in addition to 

information exchange. Current expansions are in the areas of management of processes, teams, 

statistics and tools (digital product modeling, workflow management, know how organization, 

multi-modal announcement) in distributed heterogeneous environments.  

 

Organizational modeling in such a way that entities, roles and capabilities can be modeled 

quickly and dynamically, e.g. through the use of ontology and agent technologies, is becoming 

more vital. Heterogeneous distributed networked environments that hold up instantaneous 

collaboration across organizational and geographical boundaries, while protecting knowledge and 

other resources that shall be guarded against unauthorized use, are a key enabling expertise in the 

set-up and preservation of collaborative environments. These need to be supported by hardware 

and software architectures, frameworks, ways, techniques and tools to craft working -8-NLR-TP-

2000-700 and learning environments that can easily be tailored to specific project needs ( 

Hagsand, 1996) 

 

Collaborative working environments based on inter, intra and extra-nets assure ease of 

collaboration and of individual learning. For a growing numeral of aerospace applications, 

imitation, virtual reality, tele presence and immersive environments are existence developed. 
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• Software-intensive schemes shape an imperative part of the aerospace arrangement. Besides the 

topics mentioned above, existing developments in software architectures, based on frameworks, 

e.g. with objects, agents or components connected via a software bus, guarantee ease of 

integration of heterogeneous computing environments. Further advantages include reuse of 

investments in company- or industry-specific knowledge and products, as well as simplicity of 

(re) configuration. 

 

• Finally, system and software dependability and verifiability is a very central topic. Both on-

board and ground-based systems hold large quantities of software upon which we have approach 

to depend. This is a theme that deserves much more consideration and inspiration than is 

currently the case that is currently used in UK. The aerospace and automotive sectors are 

previously very dynamic in these zones. Examples are the definition and adoption of the STEP 

regular and its application protocols, the explanation and construction of a virtual multi-discipline 

plan, analysis and optimization of aerospace vehicles environment, management of procedures, 

teams, statistics and tools in computer-aided control engineering, and enterprise enhanced process 

through network middle-ware. To keep up with growths in the United States and elsewhere, 

continued inspiration by the European Commission is indispensable.  

 

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES WITH COLLABORATION 

 

To be capable to discuss advantages and disadvantages with collaboration and co-design in 

Solution Sharing Networks it is imperative to also analyze to research that has been performed in 

next of kin to other groups. They asked why alliance in study environments has improved. They 

classify several aspects that may have contributed to this progress as for example costs. They 

especially emphasize the importance of technology and here it is potential to evaluate with 

Solution Sharing Networks. The speedy technical development makes it difficult for individual 

organizations to repeatedly devote in the resources that are necessary to convene demands from 

customers, society or authorities.                
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3.8 Summary of theoretical findings: 
        

The theoretical finding has been developed for a circulation company, which pacts with 

electronic testing and measurement apparatus. The distribution company characterizes more than 

100 different principal organizations in India and overseas. Some of the goods, which are dealt, 

may involve Installation and support, and some produces may need after sales service. The 

distribution business has a common activity that requires installation livelihood and periodic 

customer support. These are the different products that become part of business process are 

“Process control Material testing”,” Electronic components testing”,” Heat sensing” etc., 

equipments. The products are categorized as central line goods and spares. The spares may be 

associated with extra than one preserve product .The actual application initiates itself with 

installation of the invention; each installation is treated as exclusive component under the catalog. 

The client for any additional interaction or support services refers this fitting number. After every 

installation an installation report has to be generated. The complaints are blocked by consumer 

support disunion, and the complaints are assigned to a customer support executive. Every time 

the CSE visits the consumer site and leaves in retort to a complaint, a service report form is filled. 

The client representative should certify the problems that are solved. A facility call may entail a 

spare; in such cases the CSE should fill up an extra request form, quoting the installation number 

and the facts of the required spares. The replacements are changed as per the contract standards 

that are provided by the company for the creation, which needs to be specifically crosschecked at 

the spell of providing the service 

The maturity of the new system contains the following activities, which try to automate the whole 

process keeping in view of the database integration loom. The administrators have grate 

accessibility in collecting the unfailing information that is very much essential for the system to 

exist and organize. The system at any point of time can afford the different organizations with 

which the business course has been established. 

 

The structure in a flash of a second can give all the different products and equipments it is 

marketing for its continuation. The system can supply the integrated relation among the products, 

their utensils type and the product requirement standards as per the association, along with 
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product sort and classification. The system can hoard and retrieve the employee’s information at 

any point of time and can be used as a fractious reference by the complaints arrangement staff 

when the need for a CSE arises. 

 

The structure while its operation can keep trajectory of the product sales sideways with the 

history of customers upon whom the deal in executed. The entity can help the CSE’s by 

providing the product installation info, which is very perilous whenever the service schedule 

arises. The organism can keep its customers with vague satisfaction upon the product criticisms 

and, which can be scheduled upon to the corresponding CSE’s in a proper organized routine. 

 

The scheme can offer the organizational administration with the evidence about the provision 

reports that have been created by the CSE’s as and when they visit the purchaser for a scheduled 

grievance. 

 

The arrangement can afford the actual material of the maintenance contractor that have been 

hired by the consumers from time to time, such that it can guide the CSE’s in formulating the 

service charges and spares charges as per the organizational customary. 

3.9 Arguments for an empirical study: 
 
The aeronautical sector provides high-quality pay across Europe and plays an important role in 

strengthening the position of European businesses in aerospace and other sectors. Important 

stakeholders are aeronautical industries, suppliers and research establishments, aircraft operators, 

governments and agencies alarmed with convey, environment, and public health, suppliers and 

consumers of tutoring and training, and last but not least European citizens undergoing positive 

and negative possessions of various types of mobility resolutions.  

 

Moreover, Europe’s culture as a whole benefits from a sturdy position of European aeronautics. 

Many of the technologies and products developed in the aeronautics segment are transitioned to 

other sectors from side to side business modernism of organization that supplies products to both 

aerospace and non-aerospace sectors. Efforts needed by these often small- and medium-sized 
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companies to fulfill with stringent aerospace requirements make stronger their position in other 

areas.  

  
Technology reassigns and personnel movement also forms important means to excite other 

sectors.  

In this paper, transformations are described that take place in the aeronautics sector as an answer 

to the requirements and constraints posed by customers as well as by government and society. 

Market gravity on the one hand and information and communications expertise on the other hand, 

are radically transforming the way organizations function. Aeronautics stakeholders are in the 

process of forming virtual and/or extended enterprises, in which people and organizations 

participate in dynamic, interdisciplinary co-operative efforts, spanning organizational and 

geographical boundaries. A summary will be given of expansions within European public 

aeronautics as well as in this part of the globe.  

Information and communications facts play a major role in future extended and realistic 

enterprises by providing the spine networking infrastructure and by providing processes, 

techniques and deal with for co-operation, facts conservation, learning and re-use over 

organizational, geographical and cultural boundaries. Based on current European projects, 

examples will be given of progress and application of new approaches for aeronautical 

engineering and manufacturing across organizational borders. 

 

At last not the least, the instrumental part is described of EU research, technological progress and 

exhibition for advance and sustainable development. 

The changes of the position in the society that we have experienced through the end of the last 

century are pervasive. The development is characterized by the variation of a materialistic mores 

into a new technical pattern dominated by information technology. Many companies and 

institutions oblige today in implicit networks. 

4. EMPIRICAL SURVEY 

4.1 Purpose: 

The Purpose of our empirical survey about network industries, functionalities of the existing 

market designs are not completely satisfactory. For a complete successful market system design, 
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reactions to all operational situations should result from market-driven processes for achieving 

economic market equilibrium, together with considering technical and operational conditions, 

resource constraints and or automatic control system requirements. Due to operational and real-

time requirements existing in such systems, specific problem-oriented market designs are usually 

required. 

Many researches and professionals around the world participate in development, investigation 

and implementation of a variety of new ideas related to auction and market clearing systems 

under various market conditions. At present, there is no conformity in the research directions that 

can be considered as the most promising ones. Despite a tremendous worldwide research it seems 

that the decision makers still do not possess enough knowledge to direct the market evolution and 

support the best directions in which the market systems should evolve.  

 

In the network systems, an efficient market balance may be obtained in a single balancing 

process by joint optimization of trade of many elementary commodities and services related to 

buy and sell offers of the network resources. For this purpose the multi-commodity exchanges 

can be used, in addition to single-commodity exchanges and bilateral trading. It has all positive 

features of the classical single-commodity market-clearing model, yet enabling handling many 

real world requirements. 

 

Apart from traditional auctions, long-term and medium-term single-commodity market segments, 

or day-ahead and intra-day-markets, there is a need for designing specific problem oriented 

multi-commodity auctions and balancing market mechanisms, which must provide feasible 

execution of sales contracts and assure timely delivery of many goods and services. 

4.2 Sampling: 

Empirical objects is build-up of mutual understanding, in translating data and in understanding 

working processes between different companies. Therefore, the main purpose of ENHANCE is to 

create a set of common references in aeronautical industry to drastically improve understanding 

and collaboration between people in the following engineering domains:  

 

The domains are Product Engineering, life Cycle Model and Business Management Technology 

and Methodology for the Extended Enterprise. Within these domains, a number of topics have 
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been identified that together will enable developers to achieve a common way of working without 

necessarily imposing a homogeneous computing infrastructure over all participants. The focus is 

on creating a team transgressing company boundaries that will satisfy customer requirements by 

easily and rapidly creating innovative and cost-effective solutions.  

4.3 The interviews: 

 
In this section our interview held with Network Manager and Network Engineers Experiences in 

network environment about 14 years. 

Interview 1: 
Mr. TARAKARAMA SAI- MCSE, CCNA, CCNP. 

Designation:  Network Manager  

Company: IBS (ICFAI BUSINESS SCHOOL) Hyderabad, India. 

 

In our interview, the authors conducted an interview with a representative from a company which 

is in the process of implementing an Information interchange in virtual network system, in order 

to gain a perspective on how and why companies choose to implement these types of solutions.  

 

Q. Could you please elaborate a little bit about your experience Network organization? 
 
A. I am a Network Manager with 14+ years experience and have good amount of expertise in 

Virtual networks for enterprises. I am a CCNP certified and have good understanding of role of 

security and Creating VPNs in an enterprise network. 

 
Q. Are you working for one company or do you work as a freelancer? 
 
A. Yes, I am working for my company and I am network consultant for the most of the 
companies. 
Q. What is your position in the company? 
 
A. Network Manager. 
 
Q. How can you evaluate your experience with network environment, do you see virtual 

network evolving, I mean, drastically in the last couple of years? Or has the situation been 

the same through the last decade? Or is the industry constantly growing? 
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The advent of mobile user’s concept for the enterprise also made network engineers to deploy 

VPN edges for remote connectivity. Over the last couple of years, there is a huge development in 

hardware part of network devices to process the encryption and decryption of packets smoothly. 

The present generation hardware supports higher security encryption and encapsulation 

techniques which forms the key role of Virtual Networks. 

 

With the Increasing demand for Cloud Computing Virtual Networks do have a good path in the 

future. 

 
Q. What is their internal and external reasoning for choosing to go towards a Virtual 
Network? 
 
Cost Effectiveness, Availability and security forms the basic reasons for one to opt for Virtual 

Networks. 

 

Q. How can Information interchanges in Virtual Networks will more efficient to customer 

and real world? 

A. Information Interchanges in Virtual Networks is an Internet grounded web portal, which will 

take care of the Business connected activities that happen in amongst different organizations. 

Diverse organizations, which contribute in the constructional activity of business as part of their 

logical concepts, may need the help of some other organization. Thoughts may need the support 

of some other organization. When different diverse organizations contribute in the activity of 

business, jointly with requirement to their necessities, the idea of commerce involved is called as 

Information Interchanges in Virtual Networks. 

 

Q. How can companies be benefited by Information interchanges in Virtual Networks? 

A. A company should develop network, socialization and relational capability that remove 

internal resistances to change and promote knowledge and resource sharing. Virtual networks 

depend heavily on these relational capabilities, because an essential part of their co 

imputativeness depends on the process of building and integrating capabilities in the various 

“nodes”. 
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Interview 2: 

Mr. SREEKANTH SARMA VANAM- CCNA, CCNP.  

Designations: Sr. Network Engineer. 

Company: ADP PVT LTD, INDIA. 

 
Q. Could you please elaborate about your experience? 
 
 I am a senior Network Engineer with 4+ years experience and have fair amount of expertise in 

data networks for enterprises. I am a CCNP certified and have good understanding of role of 

security, routing and switching in an enterprise network. 

 
Q. How big is your company (employees/revenue)? 
 
ADP owns 9 billion revenue and around 40,000 employees 

 
Q. What’s your company’s business? 
 
ADP is primarily a pay-roll processing company spread across the world and is a market-leader 

in the USA.  

 
Q. How can you evaluate your experiences with Network environment in different 
companies and contemporary trends? 
 
Data Networks is one area which started late in early 80’s and has been in a tremendous 

progressive path. Ever since the Introduction of BGP and its after effects over internet, Data 

networks have become a prime business area by itself. 

 

Data Networks provided Enterprises to evolve and grow globally. The latest trends like cloud 

computing and Virtualization are the best examples of how networks can help enterprises to do 

the businesses with optimal cost and best productivity. 

 

The present generation routers which are capable of routing the whole MP3 data available in the 

world in fraction of seconds prove the development in the Hardware sector of network devices. 

The new Architectural Blue prints combining data, voice, video over a single network provides 

enterprises with new and effective platforms for collaboration among the employees and clients. 
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With Faster Data switching Rates, Ethernet services at Service provider level and Evolution of 

IPv6 into Enterprises and Service Provider Segments. The Network Environment is certainly a 

happening field. 

I worked for two enterprises in span of my career; I started my carrier in a Project of Building a 

campus network for a reputed University in Hyderabad. I also worked as a network analyst for 

INFINET, the Network Backbone for Indian Banks for secure financial transactions 

 

I am presently working for ADP limited as a Sr.Network Engineer 

 

Q. From your professional point of view what’s the usual information interchange within 
the network. 
 
The type of information varies from enterprise to enterprise as per the business needs. But on a 

common outline Mail, Voice, IM, File Transfers forms the majority of the data which being 

exchanged. 

 
Q. What do you think are the benefits of your network support delivers to your clients? 
How does your product deliver to your clients? 
 
All ADP products are basically delivered to clients under SaaS (Software-as-a-Service) model. 

ADP has all around 5, 00,000 clients worldwide and they access the ADP web / hosted software 

services through a managed connectivity or Internet. That said ADP has got world class data 

centers located in USA and Europe which serves the client needs. Network Engineering is a 

crucial team which designs, deploy and maintain the data centers and connectivity to clients. This 

way we are the backbone for the smooth operation of ADP business. 

 
Q. Do you get any feedback from your clients about the system? 
 

We often reach to clients to know about the system performance, with the feedback provided we 

continually evaluate the system performance and try to integrate the new technology to the 

environment so that we can provide better services to the clients. 

4.4 Observation procedure: 

Structure of the observation procedure, duration, time, taken by the companies: 
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Duration: 2 months. 

Type of Observation: Thus, a practical information classification method is required.  To 

build an information classification method for virtual community applications, the context 

awareness technologies considered to be adopted. Besides, people can also share their writings 

via each other’s Weblog.  That is, people will access different information via several virtual 

communities and various Weblog sites.  

 

Context of Small scale industry: 
In order to explain the observations procedures, we have concerned information from of different 

contexts, for which small scale industry sector has been chosen:  

 

The increased focus by the media has been highly active on ‘information superhighway', 

‘Internet' and ‘national information infrastructure (NII) on the potential of information 

technology in modern society. The changes in information and communication technologies due 

to the up gradations or due to other revisions provide both opportunities and threats to small 

businesses located in rural communities. The objective of this study is to identify the state of use 

of various communications technologies and factors that cause influence the adoption of these 

technologies in small businesses situated in communities in certain rural areas in United States. A 

research model is developed which explains 10 independent variables under three broad 

categories. They are Innovation, Organizational and Environmental characteristics.  

 

Prominent thinkers in the communications field have claimed the increase of the digital 

‘revolution' has created a society that is increasingly dependent on information and the 

technology to process it. But, it has been observed that how the society will accept and assimilate 

these technologies. Researchers’ studies have predicted that the society employs more people in 

information related industries than in previous decades. Apart from this, the access to information 

and skills in using the technology will become predominant determinants of success for 

individuals and organizations. Hence, it is not surprising that the news media are reflecting 

society's transformation and highlighting the potential opportunities from these technologies. 

 

While there is little doubt about information and communications technologies impact, 

researchers in business and sociology are curious to find answers that whether the impact of 
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technology will be even and whether certain categories of business (e.g. small business) or 

certain regions (e.g. rural or urban) may sometimes be adversely affected by technologies impact.  

 

For example, the structure of United States economy shifts from manufacturing industry 

orientation to service industries orientation, then access to information and the efficient process 

of it will become vital to local economy. The changes in information and communication 

technologies provide both opportunities and threats to small businesses located in rural 

communities. 

 

Information & Communication Technologies have made geographic locations and distances to 

be ignored, preferably in service sector. The new markets are evolved with the communication 

technology and the instant connectivity between the multi entities which were not previously 

possible to connect. Hence, the rural businesses can compete with their urban counterparts in 

same markets or sometimes they may have an edge over competitors in terms of lower labor 

costs and overheads. This has motivated urban businesses to take advantage of cheaper labor 

resources available comparatively to the urban market areas and potential markets in rural 

communities. Investing in these technologies can lead to economic benefits through more price 

competition, lower inventory costs, reduced business travel and new distribution channels 

without the involvement of middlemen. 

 

The context of IT-Infrastructure: 
A common concept behind various models that explain information technology adoption is the 

inclusion of perceptions of innovation as key independent variables. Some questions with regard 

to both the antecedents as well as the consequents of perceptions are not answered. Although, 

empirical research which tests these models in existence now. This study conveys the results of 

field study examining adoption of an information technology innovations represented by an 

application of expert systems. Two research objectives which have both theoretical and practical 

relevance motivated and guided the study. The study challenges an assumption which is implicit 

in technology acceptance models. The non-existence of moderating influences on the 

relationships between perceptions and adoption decisions. Specifically, the study examines 

effects of important moderating influence – personal innovativeness. The study seeks to shed 
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further research on determinant factors of perceptions by examining relative efficacy of mass 

media and interpersonal communication channels in facilitating perception development. 

 

Objects: on Industrial companies, customers, virtual communities. 

Results: we observed how the company develop in different fields by becoming members of 

virtual communities which can use the Web to exchange their thoughts, most casual attitudes and 

spirits, emotional experiences, political ideas, and the like, they can join different virtual 

communities according to communities’ subjects. The result of the observation was our success 

in analyzing.   

4.5 Empirical Research Results: 
 

A virtual Network domain evolves continuously.  Virtual Networks pave a path for building 

secure connectivity to the corporate office through the internet with Minimal cost due to the 

growing trend of Small and remote branch offices for enterprises,. 

 

Cost Effectiveness, Availability and security forms the basic reasons for one to opt for Virtual 

Networks. 

The emerging of mobile usage with remote connectivity also required to deploy VPN edges for 

remote connectivity. Since a recent past, huge development in hardware part of network devices 

to process the encryption and decryption of packets smoothly. The current hardware 

infrastructure supports higher security encryption and encapsulation techniques which forms the 

key role of Virtual Networks. 

 

Virtual networks depend heavily on the network, socialization and relational capabilities, because 

an essential part of their co imputativeness depends on the process of building and integrating 

capabilities in various “nodes”. With the Increasing demand for Cloud Computing Virtual 

Networks do have a good path in the future. 
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5 ANALYSIS AND RESULT 

5.1 Analysis: 

We intend to make a comparative analysis where we compare our theoretical findings with our 

empirical findings.  

The results from our empirical study, some observations with regards to the reasoning behind the 

investing in to create an effective Information interchange in virtual network can be made. The 

reasoning for investing in an Information interchange in virtual network must be sound and well 

founded in order to increase the chances of a proper an effective virtual network. 

 

We believe the Virtual Networks is a domain which is evolving continuously.  With the growing 

trend of Small and remote branch offices for enterprises, Virtual Networks pave a path for 

building secure connectivity to the corporate office through the internet with Minimal cost. 

 
 
The objective of this paper is to recognize and converse possible incentive and benefits of 

collaboration and co-design in virtual networks as well as to stare supplementary into the 

characteristic of the co-design process in such networks. Analysis will be achieved using the 

social constructivist opinion enhanced by activity concept and the virtual network will be seen as 

a humanoid activity procedure. 

 

The Information Interchanges in Virtual Networks is an Internet grounded web portal, which 

takes care of the Business connected activities that happen in amongst two organizations. Diverse 

organizations, which contribute in the constructional activity of business as part of their logical 

concepts, may need the help of some other organization. Thoughts may need the support of some 

other organization. 

 

We have collected the data, from various sources like Internet from different websites, from 

different books and Journals. We have also visited various companies, which relay on virtual 

network to collect theoretical source. We compare the data collected and give more priority to the 

theories that is more effective to this thesis.     
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In order to remove internal resistances to change and promote knowledge and resource sharing, a 

company should develop network, socialization and relational capability.  Essential part of 

imputativeness depends up on the process of building and integrating capabilities in various 

nodes. Virtual networks depend heavily on these relational capabilities. 

5.2 Result summary: 

 
We have come to a result, after collecting data from various sources like Internet from different 

websites, from different books and Journals. We have also visited various companies, which 

relay on virtual network to collect theoretical source. We compare the data collected and give 

more priority to the theories that is more effective to this thesis.      

 

According to the research question results will be Information Interchanges in Virtual Networks 

is an Internet grounded web portal, which will take care of the Business connected activities that 

happens among different organizations. Diverse organizations, which contribute in the 

constructional activity of business as part of their logical concepts, may need the help of some 

other organization. Thoughts may need the support of some other organization. When different 

diverse organizations contribute in the activity of business, jointly with requirement to their 

necessities, the idea of commerce involved is called as Information Interchanges in Virtual 

Networks.  

 

A company should develop network, socialization and relational capability that remove internal 

resistances to change and pro mote knowledge and resource sharing. Virtual networks depend 

heavily on these relational capabilities, because an essential part of their co imputativeness 

depends on the process of building and integrating capabilities in the various “nodes”. 

 

According to the previous research based the Information interchange change which are often 

beyond efficient direct control and management was now within the scope of development. The 

result summary during the past decades, the world-wide market liberalization and deregulation 

processes are being implemented in many network infrastructure sectors, including power 

systems, telecommunication, computer, rail and transport networks, water, urban systems and 
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others. Under deregulation, the systems are undergoing drastic restructuring and transformation 

from cost-conscious, regulated utilities to competitive market participants.  

 

These entities have their own independent interests, values, different tasks, operations and 

services. State-owned or private monopolies that have been functioned traditionally in the 

infrastructure sectors are being gradually transformed into various market entities, which must 

operate in new competitive market environments, under regulated market rules, with operational 

help of various market institutions, such as auctions, commodity exchanges, real-time balancing 

markets, etc. 

 

In the deregulated framework for control and management, instead of operating according to 

central rules and plans established by a hierarchical control structure in a centralized system, the 

systems operate through cooperative behavior of many entities which interact as the competitive 

market participants. The need for better management and control of large distributed network 

systems stimulated in research community a great deal of interest in developing new competitive 

market mechanisms for management and closed-loop operational control procedures to help 

system performance optimization. An important stream of the research work on market 

development is focused on gradual functional decentralization with allocation of obligations and 

rights to distributed market-players. On another side, some market integration processes are also 

enhanced.  

6 DISCUSSION 

6.1 Conclusions: 

The organizations, market influences and marketing strategies are motivated by opportunities. 

The world class core competence shows increased trend of interdependency on information, 

communication, technology and networks. The increased competition has increased the 

dependency on one another among associated organizations to produce quality output and for 

optimum results/efficiency. The growth of trade or business directly depending upon information 

communication technology being used by companies and indirectly depending on the networking 

technologies used by associating companies due to the increased inter-dependency among the 

organizations to overcome the competition from various entities for world class purposes. It 
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makes lot of promising in the industry. In this situation the research being conducted try to  

determine answers for research questions such as- main cause of benefit to members in the 

network and how far the information interchange in a virtual network is effective for the 

members. The instances such as electronic devises manufactured by organizations supported by 

another organization with the contribution of software services for such electronic devices, 

marketing support by another organization with various associating agencies in different 

geographical regions among various continents / nations will be inter-depended for an effective 

achievement of targets/objectives.  

 

The situation is observed in contexts of small scale industry and the IT-Infrastructure. It reveals 

that increased Research & Development in the area of Information Communication Technology 

has increased focus by the media that brought revolutionary changes in business sectors 

throughout world. It affected small scale industry sector with new opportunities and also threats 

from multi-national companies from the increased competition and monopoly.  

 

The impact of technology was adversely affected in case of small business in rural or urban 

regions. The structure of manufacturing sector to service sector has become vital to local 

economy with access to information and efficient process in highly developed economies / 

nations. Information & Communication Technologies have made geographic locations and 

distances to be ignored, preferably in service sector. The new markets are evolved with 

communication technology and the instant connectivity between multi entities which were not 

possible to connect previously. This has motivated urban businesses to take advantage from 

cheaper labor market resources comparatively to the urban market areas and potential markets in 

rural communities.  

 

Investment in such technologies has been found to be economic benefits through more price 

competition, lower inventory costs, reduced business travel and new distribution channels 

without the involvement of middlemen. The companies develop in different fields by becoming 

members of virtual network communities which use web to exchange thoughts, most casual 

attitudes and spirits, emotional experiences, political ideas. Empirical research shows that virtual 

Network domain evolves continuously.  It is a path for building secure connectivity to the 
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corporate office through the internet with Minimal cost due to the growing trend of Small and 

remote branch offices for enterprises. 

The companies which are physically dispersed locations can be linked up with each other. We 

have come to the conclusion after collecting from various sources like Internet from different 

websites, from different books and Journals that we should generate an understanding for the 

interaction procedure in a Virtual Network. This understanding can be vital both for designing 

computer systems and the social practices in such networks. Virtual networks depend heavily on 

the network, socialization and relational capabilities, because an essential part of their co 

imputativeness depends on the process of building and integrating capabilities for cost 

effectiveness and security reasons. 

 

1. Formulation or articulation of problems: Here an important aspect is to create an understanding 

for the problem area but also to clearly express or define it. 

2. Development of solutions: This means that the group identifies tests and develops different 

ways to solve the problem. 

3. Development of strategies: Here it is important to map different institutions or instances that 

can influence the development. It is also important to decide how to handle these. 

4. Implementation of strategies: In this step the strategy is executed and it is also evaluated. If it 

is necessary adjustments are made. 

 6.2 Implications for Informatics: 

 
Implications for Informatics is on Wireless technologies, such as Wi-Fi, WiMAX , and etc, can 

offer more convenient and easier way than wired communications to connect Internet.  Wireless 

networks have significantly impacted the world in these years. With the use of wireless networks, 

information could be sent overseas easily and quickly and was more reliable.   

 

Wireless networks have continued to develop and their uses have obviously grown.  As wireless 

networking becomes a mainstream reality for businesses and consumers, forward-thinking cities 

are moving to deploy high-bandwidth, citywide wireless networks to support government 

workers, local businesses and residents.   
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Mobile handheld devices are becoming important equipments when people accessing Internet due 

to the capabilities of mobility and easy taking-along. As a result of adopting these functionalities, 

mobile handheld device will receive more attention and work, resulting in new features and 

improvements in speed, security, and reliability. (Dunning, 1997) 

  

The Web cannot only be seen as a common information platform, but also heavily impact the 

social relationships among the human.  

 

The increasing trend of digitization of most of information is becoming part of organizational 

practice and influencing the organizational culture to shape up single, large, multicultural, 

multinational, database systems. The data ecosystem which is developed has been a result subject 

to local regulations of state and national laws which have been designed to address or solve the 

conflicting set of jurisdictional rules and normative expectations regarding creation, ownership, 

collection, storage and dissemination of information. 

 

 The federal governments have been organizing IT laws as per the need and situation in country 

and may differ from country to country. Such laws resist the efforts at attaining bliss and 

international harmony due to the deep rooted historical differences among nations with regard to 

the political power, administrative control of the state, the influence of governmental censorship, 

as well as protection of legal personal dignity afforded by national laws. 

 

There are many categories of information classified subject to frequently conflicting laws of data 

protection regulations, copyrights, privacy law, competing with legal monopolists who focus on 

specific types of information sources. Further, the information has shifted out of the computer to 

some common network such as Internet or Network.  

 

The broadcast information about their whereabouts has been increasingly by using RFID chips, 

physical items among the following areas:  Health information, Medical records; Individual 

financial records; Aggregated financial trend data; Copyrighted music; Art and public domain; 

Sports and Games-their scores; Findings  trough scientific research; professional  and personal 

correspondence; videos  on police surveillance; Choreographic notations; Architectural 

designs;As part of promotional campaigns the discounts on shopping cards, discount on loyalty 
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have been increasingly implemented by corporate companies. The statistics on military 

deployment; metadata among mails, tweets and social networking portals; encryption and 

decryption keys are implemented by networking security professionals.  

 

The trend of increase in these areas have encouraged and paved new tracks for the growth of 

projects on informatics in the public and private sector organizations which determine the 

primary policies, public priorities by regulatory authorities. Which affect greatly on copyright, 

privacy interests, rules for ownership and of data and integrity policies to blossom integrity 

accuracy and reliability among the international trade sectors? 

6.3 Method Evaluation: 

 
We intend to make a comparative analysis where we compare our theoretical findings with our 

empirical findings. In order to organize, the interview method has been considered for this 

purpose. We have chosen the organizations and the interview has been conducted with the 

concerned competent authorities representing the organizations: 

 

The results from our empirical study focus on investigating with the interview process. The 

reasoning for investing in an Information interchange in virtual network must be sound and well 

founded in order to increase the chances of a proper and effective virtual network selection in the 

next stage of the process. 

 

Our main evaluation is based on members of virtual communities which can use the web to 

exchange their thoughts, most casual attitudes and spirits, emotional experiences, political ideas, 

like they can join different virtual communities according to communities’ subjects. Hence the 

method chosen ‘interview’ is considered to be appropriate. 

 

Interviews: In this section our interview held with Network Manager and Sr. Network 

Engineers Experiences in network environment about 14 years. Interviews conducted via face to 

face. 

Observations:  Our observation was for two months on Industrial organization. we observed 

how the company develop in different fields by becoming members of virtual communities. 
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These communities which can use the web to exchange their thoughts, most casual attitudes and 

spirits, emotional experiences, political ideas and such other issues. They can join different 

virtual communities according to communities’ subjects.  Apart from this, people can also share 

their writings via each other’s Weblog.  That is, people will access different information via 

several virtual communities and various Weblog sites.   

 
We have noted different methods, which is collected from various sources like Internet from 

different websites, from different books and Journals. The Web’s client-server architecture 

obstructs information interchange. Additionally, most Web applications are only designed for 

conventional computers, not for mobile hand devices.  Thus, we determined to propose a novel 

connectivity approach that supports trusted, ubiquitous, community-oriented applications via 

using mobile handheld devices in wireless citywide environments.   

 

Thus, a practical information classification method is required. To build an information 

classification method for virtual community applications, the context awareness technologies 

considered to be adopted.  The result of observation was success in analyzing and no other 

method is required. 

6.4 Result Evaluation: 

 
We are chosen the validations methods like internal validity, external validity and Reliability for 

our research and analyzed how these methods helped our research. 

6.4.1 Internal validity: Truth value 
 
Our main strategy is based on members of virtual communities which can use the Web to 

exchange their thoughts, most casual attitudes and spirits, emotional experiences, political ideas, 

and the like; they can join different virtual communities according to communities’ subjects. 

     
6.4.2 External Validity:  

 

The Web’s client-server architecture obstructs information interchange.  Additionally, most Web 

applications are only designed for conventional computers, not for mobile handheld devices.  
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Thus, we determined to propose a novel connectivity approach that supports trusted, ubiquitous, 

community-oriented applications via using mobile handheld devices in wireless citywide 

environments. 

 

6.4.3 Reliability:  
Many companies and institutions cooperate today in virtual networks. This is something that 

becomes increasingly common in order to meet competition and increased demands on 

technological development. The Result evaluation is the changes of the conditions in the society 

that we have experienced during the end of the 20th century are extensive. The transition is 

characterized by the conversion of a materialistic culture into a new technical paradigm 

dominated by information technology.  

 

My focus in this paper is on Solution Sharing Networks. Where, such network organizations 

share knowledge and resources around a solution to a specific problem in their environment. In 

this case the problem is related to the development of software applications (co-design).  

 

In a solution-sharing network, people thus come together in order to cooperate for a more 

efficient development of new solutions. Some networks are very successful in their cooperation 

whereas others have difficulties to get the cooperation work smoothly. It is therefore of interest to 

further investigating the transformation processes within the networks. The aim of this paper is to 

identify and discuss possible reasons and benefits of collaboration and co-design in virtual 

networks as well as to look further into the characteristic of the co-design process in such 

networks.  

 

Analysis will be performed using the social constructivist perspective enhanced by activity theory 

and the virtual network will be seen as a human activity system according to Check land. Reasons 

for collaboration can roughly be divided into different categories and subcategories. There can be 

internal reasons that are reasons that depends on circumstances within the organization, or 

external reasons that emanate outside the organization. Internal reasons may be economy, 

efficiency problems, competence problems or time problems. External reasons may be pressures 

from authorities, from customers or from competitors. Many different benefits from collaborating 

in virtual networks may be identified (Barker, 1993) 
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6.5 Possibilities to generalize: 

Generalisability: In our research we have taken few companies for information interchanges in 

virtual network, if it takes for more organizations the results will be different because when more 

organizations are meet at a point, more collisions will come and that time we can create more 

virtual networks to avoid the latency between two or more organizations then we can create more 

efficient virtual network for information interchanges in the network. 

We are discussing about the importance and possibilities of the Generalization in qualitative 

research. Generalization is the main aim is that the process of theory formulation for upcoming 

applications. We argue that generalization plays a vital role in qualitative research. 

Strategic planning poses new challenges as virtual firms determine effective combinations of core 

competencies. Common vision among partners is quintessential to cooperating firms. Focused on 

a common goal, firms develop close interdependencies that may make it difficult to determine 

where one company ends and another begins. The boundary blurring demands that these 

boundaries be managed effectively. Coordinating mechanisms are critical elements for supporting 

these loose collections of firms.  

Virtual structures create a loss of control over some operations. This loss of control requires 

communication, coordination, and trust among the various partners, as well as a new set of 

managerial skills. Employees are exposed to increased ambiguity about organizational 

membership, job roles and responsibilities, career paths, and superior-subordinate relationships. 

This ambiguity requires management to rethink rewards, benefits, employee development, 

staffing and other employee-related issues. Developing leaders who are able to create and sustain 

these organizational forms is critical.  

Terrestrial wired or wireless infrastructure is used for Digital transmission of information over 

the transmissions that carry over broadcast networks.  Concerned to broadcasting networks, the 

significant impact of digitalization has brought immediate expansion of capacity of transmission 

much effectively while eliminating the scarcity that hinders growth.  The processing power and 

software used for it has been helping to ‘generalize’ the consumers’ devices such as set-top box.  
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The Implementation of functionality in software applications has helped to dramatically 

overcome the product life-cycle problems that were associated earlier with the hardware 

limitations, while reducing market inertia and facilitating innovation.  Such development has also 

built ‘the intelligence’ in the systems that have allowed broadcasting networks to emulate 

switching capabilities generally associated with telecommunications.  

Let us consider an example, satellite pay-television operators presently can address individual 

customers through conditional access systems, which often combined with terrestrial 

telecommunications network among the group of people to provide a ‘hybrid’ return path for 

interactive communication services. 

In development of market for innovativation, an interesting phenomena can be generalized as the 

applications which relate in Television and other the areas with significant developments over 

earlier practices to appear as digital compression to be cost-effective and reducing capacity 

constraints. Broadcasting companies are marketing their digital services in the form of ‘bouquets’ 

of programme channels.   

The “bouquet” form complements to generalize TV channels with thematic channels 

concentrating on various programs such as- news, sports, movies etc that offer viewers with 

greater choice and coverage of areas of specific interest.  Thematic channels are set up to 

maximize fine levels of segmentation with digital technology.  Such channels will need to seek 

wider audiences for economic viability and can generally be achieved at any location irrespective 

of geographical location. 

6.6 Ideas for continued research: 

We are taken few companies. They can increase the sample size. The research will do for more 

companies that could be more effective. Provide training that is critical to team success, 

Recognize that it takes time to develop the team Ensure that technology is compatible and 

reliable. Provide technical assistance that is competent and available.  

Trust and empowerment, Ensure each partner contributes and identifiable strength or asset. 

Ensure skills and competencies are complementary, not overlapping. Ensure partners are 
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adaptable. Ensure contractual agreements are clear and specific on roles and deliverables; if 

possible, we will not replace face-to-face interaction entirely. With the Increasing demand for 

Cloud Computing Virtual Networks do have a good path in the future. 

6.7 Speculations for the future: 

In future the business environment will no doubt require firms to become even more flexible, 

more agile, and to bring products and services to market at an increasing rapid pace. Traditional 

organization forms are no longer capable of sustaining the needs of this relentless pace. New 

forms of organizing, such as the virtual organization, hold promise as organizational leaders 

experiment and learn new strategies for managing in the twenty-first century and beyond. These 

new structures, however, will require managers and leaders to face exciting challenges as they 

move into an environment of increased uncertainty and volatility.  (Bardi, 2001) 

Consider the remarks from your reviewers: 

 The criticism from the reviewers has been taken constructively by our group in order to 

overcome the hurdles of organizing the article writing. The main remarks observed by the 

reviewers that ‘’how the interaction with the practitioners has helped us in writing of this 

paper’’. In this concern we have to say that the visit to the practitioners have been helpful to 

view the whole system and view the progress of our own work in a different ways which helped 

us to understand the work in optimistic way.  

The visit to the practitioners has been an opportunity to experience firstly the entry to their 

business or industrial environment. Further, the interview or discussion has been an opportunity 

to learn from their experiences which itself is a lesson to learn from it. Further it has been 

influential to improve our communication and entry from theoretical or research based study to 

into the study of empirical study where we have begun to work out in a practical way. 
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University of Borås is a modern university in the city center. We give courses in business administration and 
informatics, library and information science, fashion and textiles, behavioral sciences and teacher education, 
engineering and health sciences. 
 
In the School of Business and IT (HIT), we have focused on the students' future needs. Therefore we have 
created programs in which employability is a key word. Subject integration and contextualization are other 
important concepts. The department has a closeness, both between students and teachers as well as between 
industry and education. 
 
Our courses in business administration give students the opportunity to learn more about different 
businesses and governments and how governance and organization of these activities take place. They may 
also learn about society development and organizations' adaptation to the outside world. They have the 
opportunity to improve their ability to analyze, develop and control activities, whether they want to engage in 
auditing, management or marketing.  
 
Among our IT courses, there's always something for those who want to design the future of IT-based 
communications, analyze the needs and demands on organizations' information to design their content 
structures, integrating IT and business development, developing their ability to analyze and design business 
processes or focus on programming and development of good use of IT in enterprises and organizations. 
 
The research in the school is well recognized and oriented towards professionalism as well as design and 
development. The overall research profile is Business-IT-Services which combine knowledge and skills in 
informatics as well as in business administration. The research is profession-oriented, which is reflected in the 
research, in many cases conducted on action research-based grounds, with businesses and government 
organizations at local, national and international arenas. The research design and professional orientation is 
manifested also in InnovationLab, which is the department's and university's unit for research-supporting 
system development. 
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